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Abstract
We extend the framework of Comini et al. (Inform. Comput. (1999), to appear) in order to
be able to reason on properties (of abstractions) of possibly in"nite SLD-derivations. This issue
is relevant since some important operational properties such as "nite failure, in"nite behavior
can only be addressed as abstraction of "nite and in"nite SLD-derivations. The framework
allows us to de#ne new #xpoint semantics correctly modelling such properties and address
problems such as compositionality w.r.t. various syntactic operators, correctness and minimality
of the chosen denotations. In this paper we also apply the framework in order to obtain a new
"xpoint semantics, based on a co-continuous operator, which correctly models #nite failure and
is compositional w.r.t. the syntactic operators.
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1. Introduction
Even if de#nite logic programs can be thought as having a very elegant declarative
semantics, i.e., the least Herbrand model, it is now widely recognized that this view
is too simple minded. The least Herbrand model, in fact, is able to correctly model the
ground success set which is just one of the properties we can be interested in observ-
ing. Indeed, there are other declarative properties, such as correct answer substitutions,
that the least Herbrand model is not able to model. Moreover, there exist also other
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properties of logic programs which just cannot be addressed declaratively. Some ex-
amples are resultants, proof trees, #nite failure, computed answer substitutions, partial
answers, call patterns. The possibility of having semantics modelling diAerent prop-
erties is not important just from a theoretical point of view. All the semantics-based
techniques, such as program analysis, debugging and transformation, require semantics
which model operational rather than declarative properties.
For these reasons, several ad-hoc semantics modelling various properties have been
de#ned in the last years. These include correct answer substitutions [5,22], computed
answer substitutions [4,21], partial answers [19], call patterns [24], proof trees [32,33]
and resultants [25]. In addition, several semantics were speci#cally designed for static
program analysis, which can handle various observables such as types and groundness
dependencies. Many attempts [7,26] were done in order to de#ne a general semantic
framework where all the standard and the non-standard (approximated) semantics could
be related by abstract interpretation [11,15].
In [8], Comini et al. pushed forward this approach by introducing a semantic frame-
work which allows them to reason about "nite SLD-derivations and their abstractions in
an uniform way. In this way some relevant issues for the semantic construction such as
compositionality w.r.t. syntactic operators can be addressed in a very elegant way. The
ingredients of the framework are a concrete semantics and the concept of observable.
The concrete semantics in [8], presented in details in [9], models "nite SLD-trees
and is formalized both denotationally and operationally.
Its main properties are
• equivalence between operational semantics and denotational semantics,
• existence of a goal independent denotation for a set of de#nite clauses, de#ned in
terms of a transition system, equivalent to the (denotational) #xpoint semantics,
• correctness and minimality (w.r.t. SLD-trees), compositionality of the goal inde-
pendent denotations.
An observable, which is any property that can be observed on the concrete semantics,
is formalized as a Galois insertion between the domain of #nite SLD-trees and an
abstract domain describing the properties to be modelled. The abstract denotations
are systematically derived from the concrete ones, by replacing the concrete semantic
operators by their optimal abstract versions. Therefore, the de#nition style and the
compositional properties are inherited by all the abstract semantics.
This framework allows the reconstruction of existing semantics and the systematic
design of new semantics (or approximations) modelling properties which can be for-
malized as Galois insertions of the #nite SLD-tree semantics. Examples are ground
success, correct answers, computed answers, call patterns, etc.
However there exist relevant properties which cannot be observed from a #nite SLD-
tree semantics. One important case is #nite failure.
The #rst semantics introduced in the literature to model #nite failure is the (ground)
#nite failure set FFP (the set of ground atoms which #nitely fail in P) [3,35].
FFP = { A |A is a ground atom and ← A has a fair #nitely failed SLD-tree }:
However this semantics does not correctly model the #nite failure observable. If we
consider ≈FF , the equivalence relation induced on programs by having the same set of
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goals which have a fair #nitely failed tree, we can easily see that the denotation FFP
is too weak to distinguish non-equivalent programs.
Example 1.1.
P1 : p(f(x)) : −p(x):
s(a):
P2 : p(f(x)) : −p(X ); p(a):
s(a):
P1 and P2 have the same (ground) #nite failure set.
FFP1 = FFP2 = { p(a); p(f(a)); p(f(f(a))); : : :
s(f(a)); s(f(f(a))); s(f(f(f(a)))); : : :}
However the goal ←p(x) has a fair #nitely failed SLD-tree in P2 while ←p(x) has
only in#nite fair SLD-trees in P1.
In [37], a new denotation for #nite failure was introduced, the Non-Ground Finite
Failure set. NGFFP is the set of atomic goals which have a #nitely failed SLD-tree.
Namely,
NGFFP = {A | ← A has a fair #nitely failed SLD-tree }:
In [30], this denotation was proved to be correct w.r.t. #nite failure. Moreover NGFFP
was also proved to be And-compositional (i.e. the failure of conjunctive goals can
be derived from the behavior of atomic goals only). Although the proof in [30] is
rather complex (it requires a completion by ideals of the powerset of substitutions) it
is important since for the #rst time shows that the property of #nite failure is indeed
And-compositional. However, NGFFP has no #xpoint characterization. This implies
that NGFFP cannot be computed by an iterative #xpoint operator. Therefore all the
semantics-based analysis and veri#cation methods which use a “denotational” approach
(inductive veri#cation, bottom–up goal independent abstract interpretation, etc.) cannot
be applied to #nite failure.
Analogously there exists no semantics suitable to reason on termination. Reasoning
on termination in semantic terms, in fact, requires to de#ne a semantics which is able
to model the in#nite behavior of goals. To apply the abstract interpretation tools, we
need such a semantics to be obtained as a #xpoint of a suitable operator. Furthermore,
to reason in a modular way, we need this semantics to be compositional w.r.t. the
syntactic operators. In particular, we want the semantics to be And-compositional,
i.e. we want to be able to infer the in#nite behavior of a conjunctive goal by using
the information on the in#nite behavior of atomic goals only. These requirements have
some consequences. First of all information about successful computations has to be
collected. Moreover we also have to faithfully model answers of in#nite and successful
derivations. In fact, this allows us to understand whether a conjunctive goal has an in-
#nite derivation or a #nite failure due to the computation of incompatible substitutions.
Following the terminology of [18], the right property in this case is exact answers, i.e.
the set of substitutions computed by successful or non-terminating derivations.
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Unfortunately all the semantics de#ned in the literature for modelling the in#nite
behavior are not adequate. The semantics in [27,34,38,40,43] do not model exact an-
swers, but their instances. The semantics in [36] is able to model many aspects of
Prolog computations as well as the in#nite behavior. However, it is not able to model
exact answers of in#nite derivations. On the other hand, [18,42] introduce a categor-
ical approach that allows them to model exact answers as the colimit of the !-chain
iterates of a functor F . Anyway, this construction was quite hard to #t into the abstract
interpretation framework.
It is worth noting that the Comini et al. framework cannot be applied to the system-
atic design of a semantics modelling properties such as #nite failure or exact answers.
The problem is that such properties cannot be observed by looking at #nite deriva-
tions only. Indeed, in order to observe these properties we need to distinguish between
#nitely failed derivations and #nite derivations which are partial approximations of
in"nite derivations. This is the reason why any property which needs to distinguish
between failed derivations and in#nite derivations cannot be formalized as an observ-
able in Comini’s framework.
A minor problem is that the concrete semantics of that framework models SLD #nite
derivations via a leftmost selection rule and can only be extended to local selection
rules. When dealing with #nite failure, we need to reason on SLD-derivations via a
fair selection rule.
We push forward the approach of Comini’s framework, by constructing a concrete
semantics modelling SLD-trees of (possibly in#nite) fair derivations and by using
abstract interpretation techniques to model SLD-trees abstractions (the observables).
By using abstract interpretation techniques, we state suLcient conditions on the
observable and on the basic semantic operators on SLD-derivations which guarantee
that the systematically derived abstract semantics are precise and enjoy several com-
positionality and equivalence properties. Once a property is formalized as an observ-
able satisfying those suLcient conditions, we automatically obtain a new denotational
semantics computed by a co-continuous operator, together with results on
• precision of the denotation,
• compositionality w.r.t. various syntactic operators,
• correctness and minimality of the denotations.
The above framework can be applied every time we want to de#ne a semantics mod-
elling a property of #nite and in#nite SLD fair derivations and the observable we de#ne
veri#es the established conditions.
We then apply the framework in order to de#ne a new #xpoint semantics modelling
the property of #nite failure. The resulting semantics can be computed as greatest
#xpoint of a co-continuous operator. Moreover, the denotation is compositional w.r.t.
various syntactic operators, such as conjunction of goals.
It is worth noting that in [28] the framework was also applied to de#ne a new
#xpoint semantics correctly modelling exact answers. This semantics is based on a
co-continuous operator and is compositional w.r.t. various syntactic operators. Based
on this new semantics, in [29] a new termination analysis is proposed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some preliminary notions.
The concrete semantics domain is introduced in Section 3. The denotational concrete
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semantics is presented in Section 4, while Section 5 presents an equivalent opera-
tional semantics. Section 6 introduces the denotation of a program. Some properties
of the denotations as well as the equivalence results are shown in Section 7. Section
8 presents a brief introduction to the abstract interpretation theory. The suLcient con-
ditions that any abstraction has to satisfy in order to inherit all the nice features of
the concrete semantics are stated in Section 9. Once the framework has been de#ned,
we apply it to #nd a #xpoint semantics for #nite failure (see Section 10). Section
11 describes the abstract semantics domain chosen to model #nite failure, while the
abstract operators, obtained systematically from the concrete ones are described in Sec-
tion 12. Finally, Section 13 relates our new #xpoint semantics for #nite failure with
the only direct characterization of the ground #nite failure set, proposed by Lassez and
Maher [35].
2. Preliminaries
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the terminology of and the basic results
in the semantics of logic programs [2,38]. Through the paper we assume programs
and goals being de#ned on a #rst-order language given by a signature  consist-
ing of a #nite set F of function symbols, a #nite set  of predicate symbols and
a denumerable set V of variable symbols. T denotes the set of terms built on F
and V .
A substitution is a mapping # :V →T such that the set dom(#) := {x |#(x) 	= x}
(domain of #) is #nite.  is the empty substitution. range(#) denotes the range of #,
i.e., the set {y | x 	=#(x); y∈ var(#(x))}. If # is a substitution and W ⊂V , we denote by
#|W the restriction of # to the variables in W . The composition # of the substitutions
# and  is de#ned as functional composition. A substitution # is called idempotent
if ##=# or, equivalently, if dom(#)∩ range(#)= ∅. A relevant substitution for an
expression E is a substitution # such that dom(#)⊆ var(E). A renaming is a (non-
idempotent) substitution  for which there exists the inverse −1, such that −1 =
−1= ”.
The preordering 6 (more general than) on substitutions is such that #6 if and
only if there exists #′ such that ##′= . The result of the application of a substitution #
to a term t is an instance of t and is denoted by t#. We de#ne t6t′ (t is more general
than t′) if and only if there exists # such that t#= t′. The relation 6 is a preorder
and by ≡ we denote the associated equivalence relation (variance). A substitution #
is a uni"er of terms t and t′ if t#= t′# (where = denotes syntactic equality). If two
terms are uni#able then they have an idempotent most general uni#er unique up to
variables renaming. mgu(t1; t2) denotes any such an idempotent most general uni#er of
t1 and t2. All the above de#nitions can be extended to other syntactic expressions in
the obvious way.
We restrict our attention to idempotent substitutions, unless explicitly stated other-
wise. The set of all idempotent substitutions is denoted by Subst.
An atom is an object of the form p(t1; : : : ; tn) where p∈P; t1; : : : tn ∈T . The set
of all atoms is denoted by Atoms. A goal is a sequence of atoms A1; : : : ; Am. The
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empty goal is denoted by . The set of all goals is denoted by Goals. We de#ne
an operator lenG on Goals such that, lenG(A1; : : : ; Am)=m. We denote by G and B
possibly empty sequences of atoms, by t; x tuples of, respectively, terms and distinct
variables. Moreover B;B′ denotes the concatenation of B and B′. An atomic goal is
called pure if it is in the form p(x).
A (de#nite) clause is a formula of the form H ←A1; : : : ; An with n¿0, where H
(the head) and A1; : : : ; An (the body) are atoms. “←” and “,” denote logical implica-
tion and conjunction respectively, and all variables are universally quanti#ed. If the
body is empty the clause is an unit clause. Given a clause c=H ←B, with body(c)
we indicate the goal B. A program is a #nite set of (de#nite) clauses. A query
is the union of a goal G with a logic program P, here denoted by the formula G
in P.
De#nite clauses have a natural computational reading based on the resolution pro-
cedure. The speci#c resolution strategy called SLD can be described as follows. Let
G :=A1; : : : ; Ak be a goal and c :=H ←B be a (de#nite) clause. G ′ is derived from
G and c by rewriting the selected atom Am using # if and only if #=mgu(Am; H)
and G ′=(A1; : : : ; Am−1;B; Am+1; : : : ; Ak)#. An SLD-derivation (or simply a derivation)
of the query G in P consists of a (possibly in#nite) sequence of goals G0;G1;G2; : : :
called resolvents, a sequence p1; p2; : : : of indices of atoms (G =A1; : : : ; An), where the
atom in position pi of the goal Gi−1 was the “selected” atom, a sequence c1; c2; : : :
of variants of clauses in P which are renamed apart in such a way that ci does not
share any variable with G0; c1; : : : ; ci−1 and a sequence #1; #2; : : : of idempotent mgus
such that G0 =G and, for i¿1, each Gi is derived from Gi−1 rewriting the atom in
position pi of Gi−1 using the clause ci applying the substitution #i.
By length(d) we denote the length of the derivation d,
length(d) :=


m if d is a #nite derivation and m is the number
of SLD-derivation steps of d;
∞ otherwise:
By abuse of notation we will denote a zero-length derivation of G by G itself. With
D we indicate the set of #nite and in#nite derivations. We can de#ne the following
order on D, d16dd2 if d1 is a pre#x of d2. Moreover, in the following, we will
indicate
di :=
{
d′ where d′ 6d d and length(d′) = i; if length(d)¿ i;
d otherwise:
When d is #nite, with "rst(d) and last(d), we denote respectively the #rst and the last
goal of d. By clauses(d) we denote the sequence of input clauses of d.
Let d be a #nite derivation of G in P and *1; : : : ; *n be the sequence of mgus, we
say that * := (*1 · · · *n)|var(G) is a partial computed answer substitution of d and de#ne
answer(d) := *. In case last(d)=✷, we say that d is an SLD-refutation of G in P,
or that d is successful, and *= answer(d) is called computed answer substitution of
G in P.
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An SLD-tree of G in P is the tree of all SLD-derivations of G in P. A selection
rule R is a function which, when applied to a “history” containing the goal, all the
clauses and the mgus used in the derivation G0;G1; : : : ;Gi, returns an atom in Gi. Such
an atom is the selected atom in Gi by R. A fair selection rule is a rule which selects
every atom in the goal in a #nite number of rewriting steps. In this paper, we consider
a particular fair selection rule: the parallel selection rule, i.e. if R has selected the
atom in position i in G , rewriting it with the clause A : −B obtaining G ′ then, in the
next step, R selects the atom in position (((i − 1) + lenG(B))mod lenG(G ′)) + 1 in
G ′. All our results can be easily generalized to any other fair selection rule.
In the following:
G *1−−−−−→
p1 ; c1
· · · *n−1−−−−−→
pn−1 ; cn−1
Gn−1
*n−−−−−→
pn; cn
· · ·
denotes a (possibly in#nite) SLD-derivation of goal G . The derivation uses the renamed
apart clauses c1; : : : ; cn and # := (#1 · · ·#n)|G is its (partial) answer substitution. We
denote by
G *1−−−−−→
p1 ; c1
· · · *n−−−−−→
pn; cn
Gn a #nite SLD-derivation of G in P, where # is the computed answer substitution
and B is the last resolvent. With
G *1−−−−−→
p1 ; c1
· · · *n−−−−−→
pn; cn
Gn · · · ;
we denote an in#nite SLD-derivation of goal G .
In the paper we use standard results on the ordinal powers ↑n and ↓ n of functions on
complete lattices. Namely, given any monotonic operator T on (C;); T ↑! := unionsqn¡!
T ↑n; T ↑n+1 :=T (T ↑n) for n¡!, and T ↑0 :=⊥C , where ⊥C is the least element and
unionsq is the lub operation of C, while T ↓! := n¡! T ↓n; T ↓n+1 :=T (T ↓n) for n¡!, and
T ↑0 :=C , where C is the greatest element and  is the glb operation of C. Moreover
if T is continuous its least #xpoint is T ↑! and if T is co-continuous (down-continuous)
its greatest #xpoint is T ↓!.
We use the lambda notation to denote partial functions by allowing expressions in
lambda-terms that are not always de#ned. Hence a lambda expression 3x: E denotes
a partial function which on input x assumes the value E[x] if the expression E[x] is
de#ned, otherwise it is unde#ned. g :=f[v=x] denotes the function g such that g(x)= v
and ∀y 	= x: g(y)=f(y). Furthermore ℵ denotes the unde#ned element. For each set S
we assume that ℵ⊆ S; ℵ ∪ S = S and ∅*ℵ.
3. The semantic domain
The ingredients of our framework are a concrete semantics and the concept of observ-
able. In this section we formally present our semantic domain. Following the approach
in [9], we represent here, for notational convenience, SLD-trees as sets of derivations.
DiAerently from [9], in our case derivations will be possibly in#nite and obtained by
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using the parallel fair selection rule. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the
notions of SLD-resolution and SLD-tree [2,38].
(1) A set of derivations S is well-formed, if and only if, for any derivation d in S,
starting with some goal G =A1; : : : ; An, obtained by selecting Ai as the #rst atom,
any pre#x of the derivation d is also in S and any d′ obtained by selecting some
other atom Aj #rst in G and using the same clauses (as long as possible) as the
ones in d, is also in S.
(2) We denote by WFS the complete lattice of well-formed sets of derivations, par-
tially ordered by ⊆ . The maximal well formed set of derivations of G in P is a
representation of the SLD-tree of G in P.
(3) A collection D is a partial function Goals*WFS such that, for every G , if D(G)
is de#ned, then it is a well-formed set of derivations in P (via the parallel selection
rule) all starting from the goal G , i.e., ∀d ∈ D(G); "rst(d)=G . Hence a collec-
tion can be viewed as a function which associates to any goal G a (representation
of) a partial SLD-tree of G in P. A pure collection is a collection de#ned for
pure atomic goals only.
(4) C is the domain of all the collections ordered by , where D  D′, if and only
if ∀G ; D(G)⊆D′(G). The partial order on C formalizes the evolution of the
computation process. (C;) is a complete lattice. PC denotes the sub-lattice of
all pure collections.
Of course, we do not want our semantics to depend upon variables names or on the
speci#c uni#cation algorithm, therefore we consider the equivalence modulo enhanced
variance ≡C on collections [9]. Namely, D ≡C D′ if and only if, for any G such that
D(G) is de#ned, there exists a variant G ′ of G such that D′(G ′) is de#ned and, for
any d ∈ D(G), there exists d′ ∈ D′(G ′), such that clauses(d) ≡ clauses(d′) and vice
versa. Therefore derivations which are diAerent because of a diAerent choice of the
mgu or because of diAerent new variables introduced by the renaming apart operation
are equivalent modulo enhanced variance.
We want to develop a semantics modelling SLD-trees containing #nite and in#-
nite SLD-derivations. Following the s-semantics approach [4], we de#ne a “syntactic”
semantic domain (interpretations).
Denition 3.1. An interpretation I (C-interpretation) is a pure collection modulo en-
hanced variance. IC denotes the set of interpretations and, by abuse of notation, the
quotient order on IC is denoted by . (IC;) is a complete lattice.
Note that dealing with interpretations, the enhanced variance relation allows us to
abstract w.r.t. the variables names occurring in the initial goals of any collection.
Moreover, any interpretation I of IC is implicitly considered also as an arbitrary
collection obtained by choosing an arbitrary representative of I . Since all the opera-
tors de#ned on interpretations will be independent from the choice of the represen-
tative, we can de#ne any operator on IC in terms of its counterpart de#ned on C.
All the de#nitions are independent from the choice of the syntactic object. To sim-
plify the notation, we denote the corresponding operators on IC and C by the same
name.
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4. Denotational semantics
Queries and programs are described by the following grammar,
QUERY ::= GOAL in PROG;
GOAL ::= |ATOM;GOAL;
PROG ::= ∅ | {CLAUSE} ∪ PROG;
CLAUSE ::= ATOM ← GOAL:
We de#ne the denotational semantics inductively on the syntax. The semantic functions
are
Q : QUERY → C;
G : GOAL → (IC → C); A : ATOM → (IC → C);
P : PROG → (IC → IC) C : CLAUSE → (IC → IC):
Our semantic functions are described in terms of some semantic operators, whose
choice is induced by the syntactic operations, so that the resulting denotational seman-
tics is compositional w.r.t. them. The semantic operations, formally de#ned in Section
4.2, are ×; ; .; + and tree whose informal meaning is the following. The op-
erator ×, (D1 × D2; D1; D2 ∈C), computes a new collection which contains all the
derivations (via a parallel rule) for the goal (G1;G2), using the information on the
derivations (via the parallel rule) for the goal G1 in D1 and the derivations (via the
parallel rule) for the goal G2 in D2. The operator , (A  D, A∈Atoms; D∈C),
computes the set of derivations for A using the information on the derivations for A′,
A′6A, in D. The operator ., (D1 . D2; D1; D2 ∈C), computes a new collection ob-
tained by extending, whenever it is possible, the derivations of D1 with the derivations
of D2. The operator +, (D1 + D2; D1; D2 ∈C), computes a new collection obtained
by considering for every goal G all the derivations for G in D1 and all the deriva-
tions for G in D2. tree, (tree(c), where c is a clause) maps clauses to collections.
Indeed every clause c :=p(t)←B can be viewed as a “one step” interpretation (col-
lection). Finally, the pure identity collection IdI is the pure collection of zero-length
derivations for each goal, 3p(x): {p(x)} and the > is the collection of the empty
goal.
Then the semantic functions are
Q<G in P= := G<G =gfpP<P= (4.1)
G<A;G =I :=A<A=I × G<G=I G< =I := > (4.2)
A<A=I := A I (4.3)
P<{c} ∪ P=I := C<c=I +P<P=I P<∅=I := IdI (4.4)
C<H ← B=I := tree(H ← B) . G<B=I ; (4.5)
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where gfpP<P= means gfp(3I :P<P=I ). The last de#nition (4.5) evaluates to the
(collection mapping the pure version of the head of the clauses to the) one step
derivation, using the clause H ←B followed by all (suitably renamed) derivations
starting with B obtained by composition from I . In order for (4.1) to be
well-de#ned, we need the P<P= to be a monotonic operator. Theorem 6.1 in
Section 7 will show that P<P= is indeed a co-continuous operator, therefore also
monotonic.
4.1. Basic operations on derivations
We now introduce three auxiliary operations on derivations. These operations will
be useful (see Section 4.2), in order to de#ne the semantic operations on interpreta-
tions. The #rst operation formalizes the concatenation of two derivations, the second
computes the instantiation of a derivation, and the third de#nes the AND-compositional
conjunction of two derivations. It is worth noting that although our operations have
the same meaning than the corresponding ones in [9], their realization is rather more
complex since they deal with possibly in"nite derivations and with a fair selection
rule. These are the formal de#nitions.
(1) :: denotes the concatenation of two derivations. Let
d1 = G
#1−−−−−→
p1 ;c1
· · · #n−−−−−→
pn;cn
G ′
and
d2 = G ′
#′1−−−−−→
p′1 ;c
′
1
· · · #
′
n−−−−−→
p′n;c
′
n
G′n → · · · ;
var(d1)∩ var(d2)= var ("rst(d2)) and p′1 = (((pn−1)+ lenG(body(cn)))mod(len
G(G ′)))+1: The last condition assures us that the #rst atom, which will be selected
in d2, is indeed the right one for a derivation via a parallel selection rule. If the
previous conditions are veri#ed, then d1 :: d2 denotes the concatenation of d1
and d2.
(2) @A computes the instantiation of a derivation. @A(d) is the derivation obtained by
applying the substitution A to "rst(d) and building a derivation as long as possible
(until a failure in #nding mgus occurs) by selecting the same atoms and by using
the same clauses as in d.
Let
d := G ′0
#′1−−−−−→
p′1 ;c
′
1
· · · #
′
k−−−−−→
p′k ;c
′
k
G ′k → · · · ;
be a derivation and A be an idempotent substitution such that var(G ′0A)∩ var
(clauses(d))= ∅. Then
@A(d) := G0
#′1−−−−−→
p′1 ;c
′
1
· · · #
′
h−−−−−→
p′h;c
′
h
Gh → : : : ;
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where
• G0 :=G ′0A and
• for any i, if Gi−1 = ( OG1; A; OG 2) and A is the p′i atom in Gi−1; c′i =H ←B then
(if an mgu exists) #i :=mgu(A;H) and Gi := ( OG 1;B; OG 2)#i.
(3) ∧l de"nes the conjunction of two derivations. d1∧ld2, for l=1; 2, is the derivation
obtained by trying to build a derivation for the goal ("rst(d1); "rst(d2)) by a
parallel selection rule (starting from the #rst atom selected in the derivation dl)
as long as possible using the same clauses as in d1 and d2.
Let
d1 := G 10
#11−−−−−→
p11 ;c
1
1
G 11 · · ·
#1k1−−−−−→
p1k1 ;c
1
k1
G 1k1 → : : :
and
d2 := G 20
#21−−−−−→
p21 ;c
2
1
G 21 · · ·
#2k2−−−−−→
p2k2 ;c
2
k2
G 2k2 → : : :
be derivations such that var(d1)∩ var(d2)⊆ var(G 10 )∩ var(G 20 ). Let m=
l mod 2 + 1. In other terms, m=1 if l=2 and m=2 if l=1. If pm1 	=1 then
d1 ∧l d2 is unde#ned, otherwise is de#ned as follows.
Consider the following recursively de#ned indexes:
a0 = 0 b0 = 0
a1 = lenG(G la0 )− pl1 + 1 b1 = lenG(Gmb0 ) + b0
ai = lenG(G lai−1 ) + ai−1 bi = lenG(G
m
bi−1 ) + bi−1
Let us consider the goals G lai , and G
m
bi . For i¿0, note that the #rst atom of G
l
ai
and Gmbi to be selected in the corresponding derivations is the leftmost one. The
conjunction of two derivations is de#ned as follows:
d1 ∧l d2 := C01 :: Cm0 :: Cl1 :: Cm1 :: : : : :: Cli :: Cmi :: : : :
where
• C01 = 〈G 01 ;Gm0 〉
#l1→˜
pl1 ;c
l
1
〈G l1 ; (Gm0 #l1)〉
#l2→˜
pl2 ;c
l
2
· · · #
l
a1→
p˜la1 ;c
l
a1
〈G la1 ; (Gm0 (#l1 · : : : · #la1 ))〉, where
〈G li ;Gmj 〉 and p˜i =
{
G li ;G
m
j and pi if l = 1;
Gmj ;G
l
i and pi + lenG(G
m
j ) if l = 2
• Cli (i¿0; ai6length(dl))
◦ is the derivation of zero length, if there exists h¡i such that length(Clh)¡lenG
(G lah).◦ is the derivation of zero length, if there exists h¡i such that length(Cmh )¡len
G(Gmbh) and last(C
m
h ) 	= .
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◦ Cli = 〈D1;Gmbi 〉
#1→˜
p1 ;c1
· · ·
#ki
1→
p˜ki
1
;cki
1
〈Dki1 ; (Gmbi (#1·: : :·#ki1 ))〉 where D1
#1→
p1 ;c1
· · ·
#ki
1→
pki
1
;cki
1
Dki1 =
@answer(dAi)(G
l
ai
#lai+1→
plai+1 ;c
l
ai+1
· · ·
#la(i+1)→
pla(i+1) ;c
l
a(i+1)
G la(i+1)); dAi =C
l
0 :: : : : :: C
l
i−1 :: C
m
i−1, and
〈G li ;Gmj 〉 and p˜i =
{
G li ;G
m
j and pi if l = 1;
Gmj ;G
l
i and pi + lenG(G
m
i ) if l = 2
otherwise.
• Cmi (i ¿ 0; bi¡length(dm))
◦ is the derivation of zero length, if there exists h¡i such that length(Cmh )¡len
G(G lbh).
◦ is the derivation of zero length, if there exists h6i such that length(Clh)¡lenG
(G lai) and last(C
l
h) 	= .
◦ Cmi = 〈G la(i+1) ; D1〉
#1→˜
p1 ;c1
· · ·
#ki
2→
p˜ki
2
;cki
2
〈(G la(i+1) (#1 ·: : :·#ki2 ))Dki2〉 where D1ts#1p1 ;c1 · · ·
#ki
2→
pki
2
;cki
2
Dki2 = @answer(dBi)(G
m
bi
#mbi+1→
pmbi+1 ;c
m
bi+1
#mb(i+1)→
pmb(i+1)
;cmb(i+1)
Gmb(i+1)); dBi =C
l
0 :: : : : :: C
m
i−1 :: C
l
i, and
〈G li ;Gmj 〉 and p˜i =
{
G li ;G
m
j and pi + lenG(G
l
j ) if l = 1;
Gmj ;G
l
i and pi if l = 2
otherwise.
Intuitively, d1 ∧i d2 is the derivation obtained by trying to construct a derivation for
the goal G 10 ;G
2
0 by a parallel selection rule (starting from the atom p
l
1 in G
0
1 ) as long
as possible using the same clauses as in d1 and d2.
The constraints on the variables of derivations are used to avoid variable name
clashes in the clauses. Moreover, note that, for any choice of the mgu used in the
construction of the derivations, the results are equivalent modulo variance.
The following lemma states that the above operations are well de#ned.
Lemma 4.1. Let d1; d2 be derivations and A be an idempotent substitution. Then the
following properties hold:
(1) If d1 :: d2 is de"ned, then d1 :: d2 is a derivation.
(2) If @A(d) is de"ned, then @A(d) is a derivation.
(3) If d1 ∧i d2; i∈{1; 2}, is de"ned, then d1 ∧i d2 is a derivation.
Lemma 4.2. Let d1; d2; d3 be derivations and A be an idempotent substitution. Then
the following properties hold:
(1) If @A(d1∧i d2) and @A(d1)∧i @A(d2) are de"ned, then @A(d1∧i d2)= @A(d1)∧i @A(d2).
(2) ∀ i and j; i; j∈{1; 2}, such that (d1 ∧i d2)∧j d3 is de"ned, there exist s; t; s; t ∈
{1; 2}, such that d1 ∧s (d2 ∧t d3) is de"ned and (d1 ∧i d2) ∧j d3 = d1 ∧s (d2 ∧t d3).
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(3) ∀ s and t; s; t ∈{1; 2}, such that d1 ∧s (d2 ∧t d3) is de"ned, there exist i; j; i; j∈
{1; 2}, such that (d1 ∧i d2) ∧j d3 is de"ned and d1 ∧s (d2 ∧t d3)= (d1 ∧i d2) ∧j d3.
4.2. Basic operators on collections
Let D;D1; D2 be collections in C; G be a goal and A be an atom.
• The void collection > is the collection 3G :ℵ, i.e., the always unde#ned function.
• The identity collection IdC is the collection of zero-length derivations for each
goal, i.e., 3G : {G}. The pure identity collection IdI is the pure collection 3p(x):
{p(x)}. Moreover >G denotes the collection >[{G}=G ].
• The sum of a class {Dj}j∈J is∑{Dj}j∈J := 3G : ⋃
j∈J
Dj(G)
and D1 + D2 denotes
∑ {D1; D2}. Note that D1  D2 ⇔ D1 + D2 =D2 and that
the lub operation on (C;) coincides with ∑.
• The product of a class {Dj}j∈J is∏{Dj}j∈J := 3G : ⋂
j∈J
Dj(G):
and D1 · D2 denotes
∏{D1; D2}. Note that the glb operation on (C;) coincides
with
∏
.
• The instantiation of D with A is A D :=>[S=A] where
S := {@A(d) | S ′ is a renamed apart (from A) version of D(A′)
for some A′ 6 A; d ∈ S ′ and there exists A
such that A = "rst(d)A and @A(d) is de#ned }:
• The composition of D1 and D2 is D1 ×D2 := (D1 ×1 D2) + (D1 ×2 D2) where for
i=1; 2,
D1 ×i D2 := 3G : {d1 ∧i d2 | G = (G1;G2) and for j = 1; 2; G ′j ≡ Gj;
dj is a renamed version of an element
in Dj(G ′j ); such that Gj = "rst(dj)
and d1 ∧i d2 is de#ned }:
• The (compatible) extension of D1 by D2 is
D1 . D2 := 3G : D1(G) ∪ {d1 :: d2 | d1 ∈ D1(G); G2 ≡ last(d1) and d2 is a
renamed version of an element in
D2(G2); such that d1 :: d2 is
de#ned }:
The . operator is extensive on the #rst argument, i.e. D1  D1 . D2.
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• The tree operation maps clauses to collections.
tree(p(t)← B) := >[{p(x); p(x) {x=t}−−−−−→
1;c
B}=p(x)];
where x is a tuple of new distinct variables. Moreover, tree can be extended to
programs simply as tree(P) :=
∑{tree(c)}c∈P .
Due to the renaming apart property and the “collecting” nature of the operations
;×;∑, it is easy to see that ≡C is a congruence w.r.t. ;×;∑. Furthermore, for
each A∈Atoms; D; D′ ∈C such that D ≡C D′, then A  D=A  D′. It is useful to
prove the following result.
Lemma 4.3. ;×i and . distribute over sums in (C;).
Next example shows the denotational semantics of a logic program.
Example 4.4. Let = {a=0; f=1; g=1} and consider the following program P2.
P2 : p(f(x)) : −p(f(x))
s(f(g(a)))
gfpP<P2=(p(x)) = {
p(x)
{x=f(y)}−−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(y)):−p(f(y))
p(f(y))
{z=y}−−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(z)):−p(f(z))
p(f(y))
{w=y}−−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(w)):−p(f(w))
p(f(y)) : : : : : :
p(x)
{x=f(y)}−−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(y)):−p(f(y))
p(f(y))
p(x)
{x=f(y)}−−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(y)):−p(f(y))
p(f(y))
{z=y}−−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(z)):−p(f(z))
p(f(y))
p(x)
{x=f(y)}−−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(y)):−p(f(y))
p(f(y))
{z=y}−−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(z)):−p(f(z))
p(f(y))
{w=y}−−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(w)):−p(f(w))
p(f(y))
... }
gfpP<P2=(s(x)) = {s(x){x=f(g(a))}−−−−−→
1;s(f(g(a)))
}
Let = {a=0; f=1} and consider the program P3.
P3 : q(a) : −p(x)
p(f(x)) : −p(x)
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gfpP<P3=(q(x)) = {
q(x)
{x=a}−−−−−−→
1;q(a):−p(y)
p(y)
{y=f(y1)}−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(y1)):−p(y1)
p(y1)
{y1=f(y2)}−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(y2)):−p(y2)
p(y2)
{y2=f(y3)}−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(y3)):−p(y3)
p(y3)
{y3=f(y4)}−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(y4)):−p(y4)
p(y4) : : : : : :
q(x)
{x=a}−−−−−−→
1;q(a):−p(y)
p(y)
q(x)
{x=a}−−−−−−→
1;q(a):−p(y)
p(y)
{y=f(y1)}−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(y1)):−p(y1)
p(y1)
... }
gfpPP3(p(x)) = {
p(x)
{x=f(x1)}−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(x1)):−p(x1)
p(x1)
{x1=f(x2)}−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(x2)):−p(x2)
p(x2)
{x2=f(x3)}−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(x3)):−p(x3)
p(x3)
{x3=f(x4)}−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(x4)):−p(x4)
p(x4) : : : : : :
p(x)
{x=f(x1)}−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(x1)):−p(x1)
p(x1)
p(x)
{x=f(x1)}−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(x1)):−p(x1)
p(x1)
{x1=f(x2)}−−−−−−−−−→
1;p(f(x2)):−p(x2)
p(x2)
... }
5. Operational semantics
We now want to describe the semantics of a query in terms of a transition system.
A problem arises in describing in#nite derivations since the set of reachable states of
a transition system is the set of states which can be reached in a "nite number of
steps. Hence, in#nite derivations do not come into the picture. However, any #nite
pre#x of an in#nite derivation can be viewed as a reachable state of the transition
system. Therefore, we need to introduce a new operator which “completes” a set of
derivations by adding an in#nite derivation every time all its "nite pre"xes belong
to the set. It is worth noting that this problem arises because the reQexive and tran-
sitive closure of the transition relation, which usually models the operational behav-
ior of a query, corresponds to the least #xpoint rather than to the greatest #xpoint
of a suitable semantic operator in the denotational semantics. While, in the denota-
tional semantics in#nite derivations are taken into account considering greatest #xpoint
semantics.
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5.1. Completion of collections
Let S be a set of well formed derivations, Compl(S)= {d∈D | ∀d′6d d; d′ in S}.
We now extend the Compl to deal with collections.
Denition 5.1. Let D∈C.
Compl(D) = Compl(D(G)); for any G :
It is worth noting that
D  Compl(D): (5.1)
5.2. The transition system
The operational semantics of queries can now be described in terms of a transition
system T := (C; #→
P
). Since we want the rules of T to depend on properties of well
formed sets, rather than on the structure of a single derivation step, the rule is
D ∈ C; D 	= D . su(tree(P))
D #→
P
D . su(tree(P))
where, for any pure collection D,
su(D) :=
∑ {IdC × (A D)× IdC}A∈Atoms; (5.2)
su(D) can be viewed as the sequential unfolding of the pure collection D and it is closed
under renaming and under instantiation, since we consider all the possible evaluations
of D. The construction IdC× · ×IdC allows the construction · . su(tree(P)) to extend
all derivations in the range of D whose selected atom in the last goal matches the head
of a clause in P.
The initial states of T are all the collections of zero-length SLD-derivations.
As suggested by intuition, the system T de#nes the usual notion of fair SLD-
derivation. Its speci#city is due to the fact that it is de"ned by using the same semantic
operators used in the denotational de"nition.
We are interested in all of the SLD-derivations (possibly in#nite) of a query G in
P. As we already pointed out, the transition system is able to characterize only a #nite
number of steps of the evolution of the computational process. This is why we need
to make explicit the information concerning in#nite derivations using the completion
operation. The operational semantics B<G in P= of a goal G in the program P is given
by means of the reQexive and transitive closure #→
P
∗ of #→
P
and by the completion
operation on collections.
B<G in P= := Compl
(∑{D |>G #→
P
∗D}
)
:
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The behavior (modulo variance) of a query is the operational semantics of the query.
As we will see in the following (Corollary 7.13), every query has equivalent operational
and denotational semantics.
Next result shows that the operational semantics of a query in the program P models
the operational behavior of the goal G in the program P, i.e., the operational semantics
collection associating to the goal G the set of all possible (#nite and in#nite) derivations
for G in the program P.
Theorem 5.2. Let P be a program and G be a goal. Then
B<G in P= = >[Compl({d |d := G #→
P
∗
B})=G ]:
Proof. First we show that, for any collection D and any goal G , such that D #→
P
D .
su(tree(P)); Od∈ (D . su(tree(P))(G))\D(G) if and only if
Od = G #1−−−−−→
p1 ;c1
: : :
#n−−−−−→
pn;cn
(G ′; A;G ′′) −−−−−→
pn+1 ;cn+1
(G ′;B′;G ′′)
where
d = G #1−−−−−→
p1 ;c1
: : :
#n−−−−−→
pn;cn
(G ′; A;G ′′) ∈ D(G); c′ = p(t′) : −B′
is a renamed apart (w.r.t. d) version of a clause c∈P and =mgu(A; p(t′)).
We prove the two implications separately.
(Only if). By de#nition of su; . and since su(D) is closed under renaming, there exists
a derivation
d = G #1−−−−−→
p1 ;c1
: : :
#n−−−−−→
pn;cn
G ′; A;G ′′ ∈ D
and there exists a non-null derivation d1 ∈ (>G ′ × (A  tree(P)) × >G ′′)(G ′; A;G ′′)
such that
Od = d :: d1 and var(d) ∩ var(d1) = var(G ′; A;G ′′): (5.3)
By de#nition of ×, there exists
d2 ∈ (A tree(P))(A)\{A} such that d1 = ((G ′ ∧2 d2) ∧1 G ′′): (5.4)
Moreover, by de#nition of  and tree, d2 = @A(dc), where
dc = p(x)
{x=t}−−−−−→
1;c
B; c = p(t) : −B ∈ P;
x is a tuple of new distinct variables, var(A)∩ var(c)= ∅ and A is an idempotent
substitution such that A=p(x)A. Then, by de#nition of H and since
d2 	= A; d2 = A −−−−−→
1;c
B;
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where =mgu(A; p(t)). Moreover, by (5.3) and (5.4), var(d)∩ var(c)= ∅. Then,
by (5.4) and by de#nition of ∧,
d1 = (G ′; A;G ′′)
−−−−−→
pn+1 ;c
G ′;B;G ′′:
Hence,
Od = G #1−−−−−→
p1 ;c1
: : :
#n−−−−−→
pn;cn
G ′; A;G ′′ −−−−−→
pn+1 ;c
(G ′;B′;G ′′):
Now, it is suLcient to note that c is a renamed apart (w.r.t. d) version of c∈P.
(If). By de#nition of derivation, var(c′)∩ var(A)= ∅: Then, by de#nition of @, there
exists
d1 = @A
(
p(x)
{x=t}−−−−−→
c′
B′
)
;
where x is a tuple of new distinct variables and A is an idempotent substitution such
that A=p(x)A. By de#nition of tree and ; d1 ∈ (A tree(c))(A). Therefore, since
c∈P, by de#nition of tree and since  is monotonic, d1 ∈ (A tree(P))(A). Then,
by de#nition of ×,
d′ = ((G ′ ∧2 d2) ∧1 G ′′)
= (G ′; A;G ′′) −−−−−→
pn+1 ;c′
G ′;B′;G ′′∈(IdC×A tree(P)×IdC)(G ′; A;G ′′)
= su(tree(P))(G ′; A;G ′′):
Moreover, by de#nition of derivation, var(d)∩ var(d′)= var(G ′; A;G ′′): Now, it
is suLcient to note that, by de#nition of ., since d∈D(G) and last(d)= "rst(d′);
Od=d :: d′ ∈ (D . su(tree(P)))(G).
Let us now show that for all G ,
Compl
(∑{D |>G #→
P
∗D}
)
(G) = >[Compl({d |d := G #→
P
∗
B})=G ]:
We have two cases:
• Let d be a #nite derivation. Then, by the previous claim and by de#nition of
Compl ; Compl and a straightforward inductive argument, it is easy to prove that
d∈Compl(∑{D |>G #→
P
∗D})(G) if and only if
d ∈ >[Compl({d |d := G #→
P
∗
B})=G ] (G):
• Let d be an in#nite derivation. We #rst show that if
d ∈ Compl
(∑{D |>G #→
P
∗D}
)
(G)
then
d ∈ >[Compl({d |d := G #→
P
∗
B})=G ] (G):
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By de#nition of Compl, every #nite pre#x di of d also belong to
Compl
(∑{D |>G #→
P
∗D}
)
(G):
By the previous point, every #nite pre#x
di ∈ >[Compl({d |d := G #→
P
∗
B})=G ] (G):
Hence, every #nite pre#x di∈Compl({d |d :=G #→
P
∗
B}). By de#nition of Compl,
also d∈Compl({d |d :=G #→
P
∗
B}). Then
d ∈ >[Compl({d |d := G #→
P
∗
B})=G ] (G):
We now can prove that if
d ∈ >[Compl({d |d := G #→
P
∗
B})=G ](G);
d ∈ Compl
(∑{D |>G #→
P
∗D}
)
(G)
reasoning in the same way on the #nite pre#xes of d and using the results on
#nite derivations proven in the previous point.
This concludes the proof.
6. Program denotation
Once we have de#ned the notion of query behavior, we can de#ne the behavior of a
program as the collection of the behaviors for pure atomic goals only, i.e., the behaviors
of procedures with no constraints on the inputs. The advantage of this approach is that
it leads to a compact denotation for the program as a #nite-domain function, which, of
course, may give in#nite results. The top–down SLD-trees denotation of a program P
is the interpretation
O<P= :=
∑ {B<p(x) in P=}p(x)∈Goals:
On the other hand, we have the denotational semantics described in Section 4.
By de#ning a new operator pu(D), which can be viewed as the parallel unfolding
of the pure collection D, as
pu(D) :=
∑{G<G =D}G∈Goals; (6.1)
Eq. (4.4) can be expressed as
P<P=I = IdI + (tree(P) . pu(I)): (6.2)
The new formulation of the function P<P= allows us to state the following important
results.
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Theorem 6.1. Let (IdI;), the complete lattice of pure collections. Then
(1) P<P= is continuous on (IdI;).
(2) P<P= is co-continuous on (IdI;).
Hence, we can de#ne the "xpoint denotation of the program P as the interpretation
F<P= := gfpP<P=:
In the next section (see Theorem 7.12), we will prove that F<P= is equivalent to O<P=.
It is well known that program denotations are strictly related to program equivalence.
By de#ning the equivalence ≈ of two programs P1, P2 as the equivalence of the
behaviors of the two programs, i.e.,
P1 ≈ P2 ⇔ ∀G ∈ Goals; B<G in P1= = B<G in P2=;
we give two de#nitions to relate program equivalence to denotations. Let S<P= be a
program denotation and ∼ be a program equivalence. Then
(1) S< · = correct w.r.t. ∼, if S<P1==S<P2=⇒ P1∼P2.
(2) S< · = is minimal w.r.t. ∼, if P1∼P2⇒S<P1==S<P2=.
In the following section (see Corollary 7.7) we will prove that O<P= (and consequently
F<P=) is correct and minimal w.r.t. ≈, that is, it is fully abstract.
Note that if a semantics is correct and minimal then it is also the most abstract
semantics among the correct ones.
7. Properties of the O<P= and F<P= denotations
In this section we show that the program denotation O<P= has several interesting
properties, which can all be viewed as compositionality properties. The #rst result
(Theorem 7.5) shows that the semantics of any atomic goal can be derived from the
goal independent denotation O<P=. Moreover the semantics of a conjunction of queries
is obtained by composing the semantics of the queries.
Let us introduce the following de#nition which characterizes bounded collections.
These are the collections which contain derivations bounded in length, only.
Denition 7.1. A collection D is bounded if there exists an l such that for all d and
for all G ; d∈D(G) implies that length(d)6l.
Bounded collections have nice properties.
Lemma 7.2. If the collection D is bounded, then Compl(D . D′)=D . Compl(D′).
Given a pure collection D, we denote by sun(D) the collection
su(D) . : : : . su(D)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
;
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where su1(D)=su(D) and we assume su0(D):=>. First let us present the following
intermediate results.
Corollary 7.3. Let P be a program and G a goal. Then
(1) B<G in P==>G . Compl(
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0).
(2) O<P== IdI . Compl(
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0).
Corollary 7.4. Let A be an atom, G be a goal, and let D′∈C be a bounded collection.
Then
A (D′ .Compl(∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)=(A D′)
.Compl(
∑
({sun(tree(P))}n¿0)):
We can now prove the following main theorem.
Theorem 7.5. Let A be an atom, G1, G2 be goals and P be a program. Then
(1) B<A in P==A O<P=.
(2) B<(G1;G2) in P==B<G1 in P= ×B<G2 in P=.
Proof. We prove the two points separately.
(1) The following equalities hold.
B<A in P= =
[by Point 1 of Corollary 7.3]
>A . Compl (
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0) =
[by de#nition of  and IdI]
(A IdI) . Compl (
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)) =
[by Corollary 7.4]
A (IdI . Compl (
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0))
[by Corollary 7.3]
A O<P=:
(2)
B<(G1;G2) in P= =
[by Point 1 of Corollary 7.3 and by de#nition of×]
(>G1 × >G2 ) . Compl (
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0) =[
by de#nition of Compl (
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)]
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(>G1 × >G2 ) . (Compl (
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)×
Compl (
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)) =
[by de#nition of .]
(>G1 . Compl (
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0))×
(>G2 . Compl (
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)) =
[by Point 2 of Corollary 7.3]
B<G1 in P= ×B<G2 in P=:
The property expressed in Point 1 shows that the behavior of any atomic goal can
be derived from the goal independent denotation O<P=. Then, because of Theorem 7.5,
we can reconstruct an SLD-tree for a generic (non-pure and non-atomic) goal from the
SLD-trees of pure atoms.
We can derive the following result.
Corollary 7.6. Let A be an atom, G be a goal and P be a program. Then
(1) B< in P==>,
(2) B<(A;G) in P==(A O<P=)×B<G in P=.
The last property is usually called And-compositionality and shows that the behavior
of any conjunctive goal can be derived from the goal independent denotation O<P=,
which speci#es the behavior of pure atomic goals. This property allows us to take
O<P= as the semantics of a program without being concerned with the behavior of all
possible goals.
We now show that the denotation O< = is correct and minimal w.r.t. ≈.
Corollary 7.7. Let P1; P2 be two programs. Then P1 ≈ P2 ⇔ O<P1==O<P2=.
Proof. (Only if). It is straightforward by de#nition of ≈ and of O< =.
(If). Assume that P1 	≈P2 and O<P1==O<P2=. By de#nition of ≈, there exists at least a
G such that B<G in P1= 	=B<G in P2=. Let us choose G such that B<G in P1= 	=B
<G in P2= and lenG(G) is minimal among all the other goals for which B<G in
P1= 	=B<G in P2=. We have the following cases.
G = . By Point 1 of Corollary 7.6, B< in P1==>=B< in P2=. This gives a
contradiction.
G=(A;G ′). By Point 2 of Corollary 7.6, two cases arise.
(1) A O<P1= 	=A O<P2= but this contradicts the hypothesis.
(2) B<G ′ in P1= 	=B<G ′ in P2=. This gives a contradiction since we have as-
sumed that lenG(G) was minimal among all the other goals for which
B<G in P1= 	=B<G in P2=.
The next step consists in proving that the top–down and bottom–up denotation are
equivalent, which implies (by Theorem 7.5) the equivalence between the denotational
and the operational semantics.
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The proof of the equivalence between the denotational and operational semantics is
achieved in two steps. In the #rst step we prove that for all the derivations of #nite
length, the parallel unfolding (the pu operator de#ned in (6.1)) can be simulated by
the sequential one. As a consequence, the collection lfp(P<P=) is proved to be equal to
the union of all the “reachable” (w.r.t. the transition system of Section 5.2) collections
(see Theorem 7.8). In the second step we relate the gfp(P<P=) with the lfp(P<P=)
and we prove the equivalence between the denotational and operational semantics.
Since the results involved in the #rst step deal with just #nite derivations, they are
strictly related to the ones stated in [6]. It is worth noting, however, that, because
of our selection rule, the scope of some results must be narrowed. For this reason
they are not presented in this paper. The interested reader can #nd detailed proofs
in [28].
Following these guidelines, we can state the following results.
Theorem 7.8. Let P be a program.
lfp(P<P=) = IdI .
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0:
The next main result (Lemma 7.11) allows us to relate lfp(P<P=) and gfp(P<P=).
We need two preliminary lemmata.
Lemma 7.9. Let d be a derivation. d∈P<P= ↓n(p(x)) implies that ∀ Od6d d, with
length( Od)6n, Od∈P<P= ↑n(p(x)).
Lemma 7.10. Let d be a derivation. If all the "nite pre"xes of d belong to
⋃
n P<P= ↑n
(p(x)), then ∀ m. d∈P<P= ↓m(p(x)).
We are now ready to prove a result which establishes the relation between lfp(P<P=)
and gfp(P<P=).
Lemma 7.11.
gfp(P<P=) = Compl(lfp(P<P=)):
Proof. (Only if). Let d∈gfp(P<P=)(p(x)) for some p(x). By Lemma 7.9, all the #nite
pre#xes di of d, also belong to lfp(P<P=)(p(x)). By de#nition of Compl, d∈Compl
(lfp(P<P=)) since all its #nite pre#xes belong to lfp(P<P=).
(If). Assume d∈Compl(lfp(P<P=))(p(x)). Then, by de#nition of Compl, all its #nite
pre#xes di’s belong to lfp(P<P=)(p(x)). Then, by Lemma 7.10, there exists d such
that all its #nite pre#xes are the di’s and d∈gfp(P<P=).
Now we can prove the equivalence of the top–down semantics and bottom–up in-
dependent denotations.
Theorem 7.12. Let P be a program. Then O<P==F<P=.
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Proof. By Lemma 7.11, gfp(P<P=)=Compl(lfp(P<P=)). Then by Theorem 4.3,
gfp(P<P=)=Compl(IdI .
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0).
By Lemma 7.2, since IdI is a bounded collection, Compl(IdI .
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)
= IdI . Compl(
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0), which is equal, by Point 2 of Corollary 7.3 to
O<P=.
The next result shows the equivalence between the denotational and the operational
semantics.
Corollary 7.13. For any goal G and program P, Q<G in P==B<G in P=.
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on G .
G . By de#nition of Q<·=, F<·= and G<·= and by Point 1 of Corollary 7.6, Q< in P==G
< =F<P==>=B< in P=.
G=(A;G ′): The following equalities hold
Q<(A;G ′) in P= = [by de#nition of Q< · = and F< · =]
G<(A;G ′)=F<P= = [by de#nition of G< · = and Q< · =]
A<A=F<P= × Q<G ′ in P= = [by de#nition of A<·= and induction]
(A ·F<P=)×B<G ′ in P= = [by Theorem 7.12]
(A · O<P=)×B<G ′ in P= = [by Point 2 of Corollary 7.6]
B<(A;G ′) in P=:
Now that we have established the relation between the denotational and operational
denotations, we want to #nd suLcient conditions which will allow us to de#ne abstrac-
tions of the concrete semantics with all the desiderable properties. The next section
will introduce some preliminaries on abstract interpretation theory.
8. Galois insertion and abstract interpretation
In this section we give the basic notations and concepts of approximation theory in
semantics as #rstly developed in [11] and in [15]. For the terminology not explicitly
shown and for a more motivated introduction the reader can consult [1,10–17,39,40].
Abstract interpretation theory has been developed to reason about the abstract relation
between two diAerent semantics of a calculus. The guiding idea is that of approximating
properties from the exact (concrete) semantics into an approximate (abstract) seman-
tics, that exhibits a structure (i.e., ordering) which is somehow present in the richer
concrete structure associated to program execution. That approximation relation can be
formalized by introducing a pair of functions, the abstraction I and the concretization
A, which form a Galois insertion and provide a connection between the concrete and
the abstract semantics.
Galois insertions can be de#ned on pre-ordered sets. However we will restrict our
attention to complete lattices.
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Denition 8.1. Let (C;6C) and (A;6A) be two posets (the concrete and the abstract
domain). A Galois insertion 〈I; A〉 : (C;6C) (A;6A) is a pair of maps I :C→A and
A :A→C such that
(1) I and A are monotonic,
(2) ∀c∈C. c6CA(I(c)) and
(3) ∀a∈A. I(A(a))=a.
In the context of abstract interpretation, the domain (C;6C) is called concrete do-
main and (A;6A) the abstract domain. It is important to note that, for any Galois
insertion 〈I; A〉 : (C;6C) (A;6A); I is surjective and A is injective.
Given a concrete semantics on the lattice (C;6C) and a Galois insertion 〈I; A〉 : (C;
6C)(A;6A), between the concrete and the abstract domain, we can de#ne an ab-
stract semantics on (A;6A). The theory requires the concrete semantics to be the
least #xpoint (or the greatest #xpoint) of a monotonic semantic function F :C→C.
In this case, a monotonic function F˜ :A→A is a correct (abstract) approximation of
F if, ∀c∈C, F(c)6CA(F˜(I(c))). Usually the semantic function F is de#ned as the
composition of “primitive” functions. Let f :Cn→C be one such an operator and as-
sume that f˜ is its abstract counterpart. f˜ is (locally) correct w.r.t. f if ∀x1; : : : ; xn∈C.
f(x1; : : : ; xn)6CA(f˜(I(x1); : : : ; I(xn)). The local correctness of all the primitive opera-
tors implies the global correctness. Therefore, we can de#ne an abstract semantics by
de#ning locally correct abstract primitive semantic functions. An abstract computation
is obtained from a concrete computation, simply by replacing the concrete operators by
the corresponding abstract operators. We know by the theory that there exist an optimal
abstract counterpart f˜ of any concrete operator f given by f˜(x1; : : : ; xn)=I(f(A(x1); : : : ;
A(xn))) which is locally correct and for each other correct approximation f#, f˜(a)6A
f#(a), for each a∈A. The optimal operator f˜ is precise if it commutes with the
abstraction, i.e.,
∀c1; : : : ; cn∈C: I(f(c1; : : : ; cn)) = f˜(I(c1); : : : ; I(cn)): (8.1)
It can be shown that (8.1) is equivalent to the following equality I(f(c1; : : : ; cn))=I
(f(AI(c1); : : : ; AI(cn))). Hence the precision of an optimal abstract operator can be
expressed in terms of properties of I, A and the corresponding concrete operator.
9. The observable
Once we have de#ned the concrete #xpoint semantics we can derive an abstract
#xpoint semantics which model diAerent observable properties of the program. An
observable property is any property which can be “observed” on the concrete semantics
and can be formalized as a Galois insertion.
Example 9.1. Assume that we wanted to de#ne a semantics modelling computed
answers as de#ned in [4,20]. We can “observe” this property on our concrete semantics.
Then, we can de#ne an abstraction function on collections D, which, for every goal G ,
associates to G , the set of substitutions answer(d), where the derivation d is such that
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last(d)= and d belongs to D(G). Indeed, the abstraction function Ica for computed
answers applied to the collection gfpP<P2= (Example 4.4) yields as result the partial
function
Ica(gfpP<P2=)(p(x)) = { }
Ica(gfpP<P2=)(s(x)) = {x=f(g(a))}:
Once we have formalized the property of interest as a Galois insertion, we can de-
#ne the abstract #xpoint operator. We are interested in de#ning an abstract denotational
semantics rather then an abstract operational semantics mainly for two reasons. First
of all because the observables for which a precise abstract operational semantics can
be de#ned are rather concrete. Comini et al. in [8] showed that some examples are
the computed resultants and the partial proof trees observables. The second reason is
that all the goal independent analysis and veri#cation methods are based on a denota-
tional formulation of the semantics. Note that we introduced the operational version of
the concrete semantics in order to prove the correctness of the concrete denotational
semantics. The correctness (w.r.t. the chosen property) of all the abstract denotational
semantics, we will de#ne, is guaranteed by construction by the abstract interpretation
theory.
Hence, here we want to establish suLcient conditions which guarantee that the ab-
stract #xpoint semantics is precise with respect to the concrete one and inherits all
the desirable properties from the concrete denotation. It is worth noting that precision
is a necessary requirement for our purposes since we want to de#ne new #xpoints
semantics which model the desired property rather than approximate it.
Consider an abstract domain (D;4), which is a complete lattice. A function I :WFS
→D is a domain abstraction if there exists A such that 〈I; A〉 : (WFS;⊆) (D;4) is a
Galois insertion. Given an abstract domain D we are interested in the abstract behavior
of queries, which are elements of a domain A⊆ [Goals*D] (ordered by the trivial
extension 6 of 4) and are called A-collections.
It is easy to see that the insertion 〈I; A〉 can be lifted to collections as follows. For all
G ∈Goals, ∀D∈C: I?(D) := 3G : I(D(G)), A := I?(C) and ∀S∈A: A?(S) := 3G :wfG
(A(S(G))), where wfG (S) is the greatest well-formed subset of derivations starting from
G only, of any set of derivations S. The pair 〈I?; A?〉 : (C;) (A;6) is a Galois
insertion. We will often abuse notation and denote simply I? by I. As in the concrete
case, a pure A-collection is any element of X ∈A which is de#ned for pure atomic
goals only. We denote by PA the sub-lattice of pure A-collections.
Denition 9.2. Let (A;6) be a complete lattice of A-collections. A function I :C→A
is an observable if there exists A such that
(1) 〈I; A〉 : (C;) (A;6) is a Galois insertion,
(2) I(PC)=PA and A(PA)⊆PC,
(3) ∀D;D′∈PC; D ≡C D′⇒ (AI)(D) ≡C (AI)(D′).
Note that, given a domain abstraction, it is easy to obtain an observable by the above
mentioned lifting.
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We can de#ne an abstract enhanced variance relation ≡A on A-collections as fol-
lows. For any A-collection X; X ′; X ≡A X ′⇔ A(X )≡C A(X ′). An A-interpretation is
a pure A-collection modulo ≡A. We denote by (Ia;6) the complete lattice of A-
interpretations with the induced quotient order. Condition 3 of De#nition 9.2 states
that the observation does not depend on the choice of the variable names and on
the choice of the mgus used in the derivations. Namely D ≡C D′ implies I(D) ≡A
I(D′). Hence for any C-interpretation I , the A-interpretation I(I) is well de#ned by
taking the abstraction of any representative of I as a representative of the intended
A-interpretation.
Each observable I induces an observational equivalence ≈I on programs. Namely
P1 ≈I P2 if and only if ∀G ∈Goals,
I(B<G in P1=)=I(B<G in P2=); (9.1)
i.e., if P1 and P2 cannot be distinguished by looking at the abstraction of their concrete
behaviors.
Once we have an observable I :C→A, we want to systematically derive the abstract
semantics. The idea is to de#ne the optimal abstract versions of the various semantic
operators, de#ned on C. Hence ∀X; X ′; Xi∈A.
A˜X := I(A A(X ));
X ×˜X ′ := I(A(X )× A(X ′));
X .˜X ′ := I(A(X ) . A(X ′));∑˜{Xi}i∈I := I (∑{A(Xi)}i∈I ) ;∏˜{Xi}i∈I := I (∏{A(Xi)}i∈I ) :
Let us assume that the observable I and the concrete operators satisfy the following
conditions,
I(A D) = I(A (A ◦ I)D); (9.2)
I(D × D′) = I((A ◦ I)D × (A ◦ I)D′); (9.3)
I(D . D′) = I(D . (A ◦ I)D′); (9.4)
I
(∏{P<P=A(Xi)}i∈I) = I (∏{(A ◦ I)P<P=A(Xi)}i∈I) ; (9.5)
I
(∏{P<P= ↓ i}i∈I) = I (∏{(A ◦ I)P<P= ↓ i}i∈I) ; (9.6)
I (
∏{A(Xi)}i∈I ) = glb{Xi}i∈I ; (9.7)
where {Xi}i∈I is a descending chain of abstract collections.
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Then the abstract denotational semantics de#ned as follows:
9.1. Denotational semantics
QI<G in P= := GI<G =gfpPI <P=
GI<A;G =X :=AI<A=X ×˜GI<G =X GI< =X := I(>)
AI<A=X := A˜X
PI<{c} ∪ P=X := CI<c=X +˜PI<P=X PI<∅=X := I(IdI)
CI<H ← B=X := I ◦ C<H ← B= ◦ A(X ):
F<P= := gfpPI<P=
satis#es the properties stated in Theorem 9.3. Note that the abstract operator CI< · = is
de#ned as the optimal abstraction of the concrete one.
Theorem 9.3. Let I :C→A be an observable which satis"es conditions (9.2)–(9.7),
c be a clause, A be an atom, G be a goal and P be a program. Then
(1) I(A<A=I )=AI<A=I(I),
(2) I(G<G =I )=GI<G =I(I),
(3) I(C<c=I )=C<c=I(I),
(4) I(P<P=I )=PI<P=I(I),
(5) PI<P= is co-continuous on A and FI<P==PI<P= ↓!,
(6) I(F<P=)=FI<P=.
(7) I(Q<G in P=)=QI<G in P=.
Proof. We prove each points separately.
Point 1. By de#nition of A<·=, ˜, AI<·= and by (9.2), I(A<A=I )=I(A  I)=I(A 
AI(I))=A ˜ I(I)=AI<A=I(I).
Point 2. The proof is by induction on G .
• If G= , then, by de#nition of G< · = and GI<·=, I(G< =I )=I(>)=GI< =I(I).
• Otherwise let G=(A;G ′). The following equivalences hold.
I(G<(A;G ′)=I ) = [by de#nition of G< · =]
I(A<A=I × G<G ′=I ) = [by (9.3)]
I(AI(A<A=I )× AI(G<G ′=I )) = [by de#nition of ×˜]
I(A<A=I )×˜I(G<G ′=I ) = [by Point 1 and by inductive hypothesis]
AI<A=I(I)×˜GI<G ′=I(I) = [by de#nition of GI<·=]
GI<(A;G ′)=I(I):
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Point 3. Let c=H ← B. Then
I(C<c=I ) = [by de#nition of C< · = and by (9.4)]
I(tree(c) . AI(G<B=I )) = [by Point 2]
I(tree(c) . A(GI<B=I(I))) = [since I(I) = IAI(I) and by Point 2]
I(tree(c) . AI(G<B=AI(I))) = [by 9:4 and by de#nition of CI<·=]
CI<c=I(I):
Point 4. Immediate by de#nition of P<·=, P· and by Point 3.
Point 5. Let {Xi}i∈I ⊆A be a descending chain. Since, by condition (9.7),
∏˜
is the glb
operation on A for every descending chains, we have to prove that
∏˜{PI<P=Xi}i∈I =
PI<P=∏˜{Xi}i∈I .
∏˜{PI<P=Xi}i∈I = [by de#nition of ∏˜]
I
(∏{A(PI<P=Xi )}i∈I) = [since IA = id and by Point 4]
I
(∏{AI(P<P=A(Xi))}i∈I) = [by (9.5)]
I
(∏{P<P=A(Xi)}i∈I) = [since P<P= is co-continuous]
I(P<P=∏{A(Xi)}i∈I ) =
[
by Point 4 and de#nition of
∏˜]
PI<P=∏˜{Xi}i∈I :
Then apply Tarsky’s theorem.
Point 6. First note that, since (A;6) is a complete lattice, there exists the top ele-
ment A. Moreover, since I is monotonic and surjective, I()=A. By the previ-
ous observation, Point 3 and a straightforward inductive argument, for any n ¿ 0,
I(P<P= ↓n)=PI<P= ↓n. Therefore, since
∏
is the glb operation on C and
∏˜
is the glb
operation on A for descending chains (condition (9.7)),
I(F<P=) = [by de#nition of F<P=]
I(P<P= ↓ !) = [since P<P= is co-continuous]
I
(∏{P<P= ↓ n}n¿0) = [by (9.6) and de#nition of ∏˜]∏˜{I(PI<P= ↓ n)}n¿0 = [by the previous observation]∏˜{PI<P= ↓ n}n¿0 = [since PI<P= is co-continuous (Point 5)]
PI<P= ↓ ! = [by de#nition of F<P=]
FI<P=:
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Point 7. By de#nition of Q< · =, QI<·= and by Points 2 and 5, I(Q<G in P=)=
I(G<G = gfpP<P=)=GI<G =I(gfpP<P=)=GI<G =gfpPI <P==QI<G in P=.
This means that for any observable property on the concrete semantics which can be
formalized by a Galois insertion (I), if the optimal abstract operators satisfy properties
(9.2)–(9.7), we are guaranteed that the induced abstract denotational semantic functions
are precise w.r.t. the concrete one and that the #xpoint operator PI<:= is co-continuous.
It is worth noting that the precision of the abstract denotational semantic functions
implies the correctness of the abstract denotational semantics w.r.t. the observable
property I.
10. Using the framework to nd a xpoint semantics for nite failure
As we have already discussed in the introduction of this paper, the ground #nite
failure set FFP [3,35] is not able to model the #nite failure behavior. On the other
hand, the non-ground #nite failure set, introduced in [37], was proved to be correct,
fully abstract w.r.t. #nite failure and also And-compositional. However, there is still an
open problem since the denotation NGFFP has no direct #xpoint characterization. This
implies that the chosen denotation for #nite failure cannot be computed by an iterative
#xpoint computation. As a consequence, all the semantics-based analysis and veri#ca-
tion methods which use a “denotational” approach (inductive veri#cation, bottom–up
goal independent abstract interpretation, etc.) cannot be applied to #nite failure. For
these reasons, we aim at #nding a #xpoint characterization for NGFFP . The idea con-
sists in applying the framework in order to #nd a #xpoint characterization of the non-
ground #nite failure set. Indeed, #nite failure is an observable property on our concrete
semantics and therefore we can try to formalize it as an observable. Then, the abstract
domain will be a denotation which associates to each goal the set of its instances which
#nitely fail. Applying the framework described in the previous sections, allows us to
de#ne a semantics which inherits all the nice properties from the concrete one, such
as And-compositionality and compositionality w.r.t. instantiation, i.e., the #nite failure
of an instance of a goal G can be derived from the information on the #nite failure of
the most general goal G . In order to achieve this result, a “suitable” abstract domain
is found so that the property of #nite failure can be formalized as a Galois insertion
between the concrete domain of collections presented in Section 3 and the semantics
domain chosen to express the property. The observable satis#es the suLcient conditions
given in Section 9. This has two important consequences. First of all, the systematically
derived abstract denotational functions are precise w.r.t. the concrete ones. Hence, the
abstract semantics is correct, by construction, w.r.t. the #nite failure observable. More-
over, the bottom–up denotation is computed by a co-continuous operator. Therefore,
the result of this process leads to a new abstract semantics based on a co-continuous
#xpoint operator which correctly models #nite failure and is And-compositional.
Finally, it is worth noting that this new systematic approach allows us to get a much
simpler proof (w.r.t. the one presented in [30]) that the failure of a conjunctive goal
can be inferred from the failure of atomic goals only (And-compositionality).
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11. The semantic domain for nite failure
As we already pointed out, we want to de#ne an abstract #xpoint denotation which
associates to each goal the set of its instances which #nitely fail. In order to be able
to de#ne a Galois insertion between the concrete semantic domain and the abstract
domain so that conditions (9.2)–(9.7) hold, the choice of the domain is crucial. In
particular, in order to be able to design an abstract domain so that the #nite failure
can be formalized as a Galois insertion, we need to deeply investigate properties of
#nite failure: we need to be sure that any point on the abstract domain corresponds to
the abstraction of a concrete computation. For these reasons, in this section, we will
study the properties of #nite failure, which will be useful in the design of the abstract
domain.
It is well known that #nite failure is a downward closed property, i.e., if G #nitely
fails then G# #nitely fails too (see Lemma A.6).
Moreover, #nite failure enjoys also a kind of “upward closure” property. Let us
indicate with #1:: : : : ::#n:: : : : a (possibly in#nite) sequence of relevant substitutions
for a goal G such that G#i 6 G#i+1. Assume that the goal G does not "nitely
fail, then there exists at least one in#nite or successful derivation for G . Consider
the partial answers of such a successful or in#nite derivation. They can be seen as a
(possibly in#nite) sequence of substitutions s=#1:: : : : ::#n:: : : : : Now every instance of
G , which #nitely fails, cannot unify with G#j, for each j. Finite failure, in fact, is a
downward closed property. Hence, if the previous condition did not hold, we could #nd
an atom which has a #nite failure but at the same time can be rewritten successfully
or in#nitely.
The previous reasoning is useful because once we know that some instances of G
#nite fail and for any possible sequence for the goal G we can think of, we #nd a
#nitely failing goal which could be rewritten according to the chosen sequence, we
can conclude that also G #nitely fails. This intuition is formalized by the following
theorem.
Theorem 11.1. Let P be a program, G be a goal. If for all ( possibly in"nite) sequence
of relevant substitutions for G , #1:: : : : : : : ::#n:: : : : (such that G#i6G#i+1), there exists
a OG which "nitely fails and uni"es with G#i, for each i, then the goal G "nitely
fails.
Now, assume we know that a given set C of instances of the goal G #nitely
fails. We can infer that G #nitely fails if for each sequence of substitutions #1::
: : : : : : ::#n:: : : : ; there exists a G ′∈C such that G ′ uni#es with G#i, for
each i.
In this sense we can talk of a kind of “upward closure” property: from the "nite
failure of instances of a goal G we can infer the "nite failure of G .
These observations can be formalized by an operator on Goals: up >G which, given a
set of #nitely failing goals C, returns the set of instances of the goal G which can be
inferred to #nitely fail.
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Denition 11.2. Let C ⊆Goals and G ∈Goals.
up>G (C) = C ∪
{G# | for all (possibly in#nite) sequences of relevant substitutions
for the goal G#; #1:: : : : : : : ::#n:: : : : ; (G##i 6 G##i+1)
there exists a OG ∈ C such that ∀ i; OG uni#es with G##i}:
up >G is a closure operator, i.e., it is monotonic w.r.t. set inclusion, idempotent and
extensive. This operator is at the basis of the de#nition of the abstract domain, as
de#ned in the next section.
Let S > be the domain of downward closed sets of atoms.
12. The non-ground nite failure observable
Let us #rst introduce some new operators useful in the de#nition of the abstraction
and concretization functions. The #rst operator just computes the instances of a goal
G which do not unify with a given goal G ′.
Denition 12.1. Let G ;G ′ be goals.
NUnif G (G
′) = { G#|G# is not uni#able with G ′ }
The next operator computes all the sequences of substitutions, #1:: : : : #n:: : : : ; relevant
for the goal G , which have the property that for each G ′∈S > , starting from a given
i; G ′ does not unify with G#i.
Denition 12.2. Let G be a goal and S∈S > .
NUnifseqG (S) =
{#1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : | G#i 6 G#i+1;∀ OG ∈ S there exists an i such that
OG is not uni#able with G#i }
The abstract domain for the NGFF observable is the domain A> ⊆ [Goals*S > ],
where, ∀X ∈A> , X (G) is a downward closed set of instances of G which is also
closed w.r.t. up >G .
The domain is ordered by > , which is de#ned as X > X ′ if ∀G ; X (G)⊇X ′(G).
Note that the order on the abstract domain reQects the relation between the concrete
and abstract domain. Indeed, a greater collection, i.e., a representation of a SLD-tree
with possibly more successful and in#nite derivations, leads to a smaller #nite failure
set. (A> ;> ) is a complete lattice.
Since our concrete domain is able to model, for every goal, (a representation of)
its SLD-tree, it is easy to infer information on the set of instances of G which have
a #nite failure. These are all the goals (instances of G) which cannot be rewritten
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according to any successful or in#nite derivation for G . Note that these are the goals
which do not unify with all the partial answers of any successful or in#nite derivation
for the goal G . This idea is formalized by the following observable I :C→A> .
I(D) := 3G :
⋂
d∈A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G{G answer(d′)}
)
;
where A={d∈D(G) | last(d)= or length(d)=∞)
A(x) := 3G : { d | #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : ∈ NUnifseqG (X (G));
"rst(d) = G ; ∀i; ∃ji; answer(dji) = #i } ∪
{d | "rst(d) = G ; last(d) 	= and length(d) ¡ ∞ }
where, we recall, dji is the pre#x of the derivation d of length ji.
Example 12.3. Consider P3 and gfpP<P3= as in Example 4.4. Then
I(gfpP<P3=)(q(x)) = { q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : : }
I(gfpP<P3=)(p(x)) = { p(a); p(f(a)); p(f(f(a))); : : :}
We need to show that 〈I; A〉 is indeed an observable, i.e., it veri#es the conditions
of De#nition 9.2.
Theorem 12.4. (1) 〈I; A〉 : (C;) (A> ;> ) is a Galois insertion.
(2) I(PC)=PA> and A(PA> )⊆PC,
(3) ∀D;D′∈PC; D ≡C D′⇒ (A · I)(D) ≡C (A · I)(D′).
Proof. (1) In order to prove that 〈I; A〉 : (C;) (A> ;> ) is a Galois insertion, we
prove the following points separately.
• I is a monotonic function on C;. Note that I associates to each G a set obtained
as the intersection, for all possible successful and in#nite derivations d∈D(G), of
some sets depending on the d’s. Then since the ∩ operation is anti-monotonic w.r.t.
set inclusion, it is easy to see that I is a monotonic function on C;.
• A is a monotonic function on A> ;> . By de#nition of > , X1> X2 means that
∀G : X2(G)⊆X1(G). Note that the operator NUnifseq is anti-monotonic, that is, if
X2(G)⊆X1(G) then NUnifseqG (X2)⊇NUnifseqG (X1). By de#nition of A and > ,
this implies that A(X1) A(X2).
• ∀D∈C; D AI(D). Let us assume that d∈D(G), for some G . We have the following
cases
◦ length(d) is #nite and last(d) 	= . In this case ∀X ∈A> ; d∈A(X )(G). Therefore,
d∈A(I(D))G .
◦ length(d) is #nite and last(d)= . Consider #=answer(d), by de#nition of I, G#
does not unify with any element in I(D)(G). Then, #, seen as the sequence of
length 1, belongs to NUnifseqG (I(D)). Hence, by de#nition of A; d∈A(I(D))G .
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◦ length(d) is in#nite. Once de#ned #i=answer(di), it follows that G#i6G#i+1. By
de#nition of I, H ∈I(D)(G) if there exists an i such that H does not unify with
G#i. Hence, by de#nition of NUnifseqG , the sequence #1:: : : : ::#i:: : : : belongs to
NUnifseqG (I(D)). Then by de#nition of A, d∈A(I(D))G .
• ∀X ∈A> ; X =IA(X ). Let us show that
◦ if GH∈X (G) then GH∈IA(X )(G). Assume that GH∈X (G). By de#nition of
NUnifseqG , for all sequence #1:: : : : ::#i:: : : : ∈NUnifseqG (X (G)), there exists an i
such that GH does not unify with G#i. Note that the sequences of substitutions in
NUnif G (X (G)) are all and only the substitutions computed during the successful
and in#nite derivations in A(X ). This implies that for any successful or in#nite
derivation d, GH∈ ⋂d NUnif G (G#′i ) for #′i partial answers computed during the
derivation d. Then GH∈IA(X )(G).
◦ if GH∈IA(X )(G) then GH∈X (G). We prove that if GH 	∈X (G), then GH 	∈
IA(X )(G). Assume GH 	∈X (G). Since X (G) is a downward closed set of instances
of G then there does not exist any anti-instance of GH in X (G). Moreover, since
X (G) is a set of instances of G closed w.r.t. up>G operator, there exists a sequence
#1:: : : : ::#n:: : : : of substitutions for GH such that each H ∈X (G) does not unify
with all the GH#i. By de#nition of NUnifseqG , H#1:: : : : ::H#n:: : : : ∈NUnifseqG
(X (G)). Then, by de#nition of A, there exists a successful or in#nite derivation
d∈ A(X )(G), such that answer(di)=H#i. By de#nition of I, GH cannot belong
to IA(X )(G), since GH uni#es with GH#i, for all i. This contradicts the hypothe-
sis.
(2) The claim follows straightforward by the de#nition of I and A.
(3) It follows from the fact that all the operators are independent from the choice of
the representative of the equivalence classes.
Once we have proved that I is an observable, we can de#ne the optimal abstract
operations on A> .
Lemma 12.5. Let X be a pure abstract collection.
A˜X = >[R=A] where
R := {A# | 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A) version of
〈A′; X (A′)〉; for some A′ 6 A; A′′ ∈ K; and
# = mgu(A; A′′)|A};
X1×˜X2 =
3G :up>G ({G# | G = (G1;G2); for i = 1 or i = 2; G ′i ≡ Gi ;
Gi# is a renamed apart version of a goal in Xi(G ′i );
via a renaming i s:t: G ′i i = Gi});
∏˜
Xi = 3G : up
>
G (∪(Xi(G));∑˜
Xi = 3G : ∩(Xi(G)):
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Note that whenever we are not interested in dealing explicitly with renaming, then
the operation p(t) ˜X a boils down to looking for the instances of p(t) which belong
to X a(p(x)).
Here we have just systematically derived an And-composition operator for #nite
failure. It is worth noting that this new operator suggests a much simpler way (than
the one proposed in [30]) to derive information on the #nite failure of conjunctive
goals.
Example 12.6. Consider the following program.
P4 : p(f(x); f(f(x))) : −p(x; f(x)):
q(f(y); f(y)) : −q(y; y):
Let X˜ be the abstract collection which models the #nite failure of pure atomic goals
only in P4.
X˜ (p(x; y)) = {p(fn(x); fm(x)) | m 	= n+ 1}∪
{p(t1; t2) | t1 or t2 is a ground term};
X˜ (q(x; y)) = {q(fn(x); fm(x)) | m 	= n}∪
{q(t1; t2) | t1 or t2 is a ground term}:
The goal (p(h; v); q(h; v)) #nitely fails in P4. We can retrieve this information on the
conjunctive goal (p(h; v); q(h; v)) from the information in the collection X˜ , which deals
with atomic goals only, by using the new And-composition operator. Let
C = {(p(h; v); q(h; v))# |p(h; v)# ∈ X˜ (p(h; v)) or q(h; v)# ∈ X˜ (q(h; v))};
i.e., in this case,
C = { {p(fn(x); fm(x)); q(fn(x); fm(x)) | m 	= n+ 1}∪
{p(t1; t2); q(t1; t2) | t1 or t2 is a ground term}∪
{p(fn(x); fm(x)); q(fn(x); fm(x)) | m 	= n}:
Now (p(h; v); q(h; v))∈up>(p(h;v); q(h;v))(C), indeed, for all possible sequences of substitu-
tions #1:: : : : #n:: : : : (relevant for (p(h; v); q(h; v))), there exists a (p(h; v); q(h; v))∈C
which uni#es with each (p(h; v); q(h; v))#i. Then we can conclude that the conjunctive
goal p(h; v); q(h; v) #nitely fails in P4.
Once we have de#ned the optimal abstract operators, we can de#ne the abstract
denotational semantics and the bottom–up denotation replacing the concrete operators
by the optimal abstract ones. In order to have a precise denotational semantics, we
have shown (Section 9) that it is suLcient to prove that conditions (9.2)–(9.7) hold.
By the following theorem, the abstract denotations turn out to be precise. Therefore,
we have a faithful model of the #nite failure observable.
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Lemma 12.7.
• I(A D)=A ˜ I(D).
• I(D1 × D2)=I(D1)×˜I(D1).
• I(D1 . D2)=I(D1 . AI(D2).
• I(∏{P<P=A(Xi)}i∈I )=I(∏{A(I(P<P=A(Xi)))}i∈I ).
• I(∏{P<P= ↓i}i∈I )=I(∏{A(I(P<P= ↓i))}i∈I ).
• I(∏{A(Xi)}i∈I )=glb({Xi}i∈I ).
where {Xi}i∈I is a descending chain of abstract collections.
Concerning condition (9.7), observe that the observable satis#es an even stronger
property, that is I(
∏
A({Xi}i∈I )) is equal to up>G (∪{Xi}i∈I ) (the glb on A> ) for every
set of abstract collections.
We can then de#ne the optimal abstract operator CI< =.
Lemma 12.8. Let ⊥a be the pure abstract collection 3p(x):{p(t) | for some t}.
CI<p(t)← B=X = ⊥a[A=p(x)] where
A = up>p(x) (Nunifp(x)(p(t))∪
{p(t)#˜ | #˜ is a relevant substitution for p(t); B#˜ ∈ up>B(C)})
and C = {B | B = (B1; : : : ; Bn)# ∃Bi# ∈ X (Bi)}
By using this new semantic operator, we can de#ne a precise denotational semantics,
simply by considering
PI<{c} ∪ P=X := CI<c=X +˜PI<P=X = 3p(x):
⋂
c∈P
CI<c=X :
Corollary 12.9.
PI<P=X =
3p(x):{ p(t˜) | for each clause de"ning the procedure p;
p(t) : −B ∈ P;
p(t˜) ∈ up>p(x)(Nunifp(x)(p(t))∪
{p(t)#˜ | #˜ is a relevant substitution for p(t);
B#˜ ∈ up>B(C)})}
where C = {B |B = (B1; : : : ; Bn)# ∃Bi# ∈ X (Bi)}
By Theorem 9.3, PI<P= is co-continuous. By de#ning the ordinal powers PI<P= ↓i
in the usual way, our #xpoint semantics will be
gfp(PI<P=) = glb({ PI<P= ↓ i | i ¡ !}) = up>p(x)
( ⋃
i¡!
PI<P= ↓ i
)
:
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Let us now show how our semantics works on some examples.
Example 12.10. Consider program P3 of Example 4.4. Program P3 is usually used
to show that the immediate consequence operator TP is not co-continuous [38]. Note
that the TP operator is related to #nite failure since the ground #nite failure set can be
characterized also as BL(the Herbrand Base)\TP ↓!.
PI<P3= ↓ 1(q(x)) = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : : }
PI<P3= ↓ 1(p(x)) = {p(a) }
PI<P3= ↓ 2(q(x)) = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : : }
PI<P3= ↓ 2(p(x)) = {p(a); p(f(a)) }
...
PI<P3= ↓ !(q(x)) =
gfp(PI<P3=)(q(x)) = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : : }
PI<P3= ↓ !(p(x)) =
gfp(PI<P3=)(p(x)) = {p(a); p(f(a)); p(f(f(a))); : : : }
The problem with the (non-co-continuous) immediate consequence operator TP , is that
while q(a) belongs to TP ↓!, it does not belong to TP ↓!+1. In our case q(a) 	∈ gfp(PI<P3=)
(q(x)). Moreover, p(x) 	∈ up>p(x)(PI<P3= ↓!(p(x))), since there exists at least a sequence
of substitutions, #1={x=f(y1)}::#2={x=f(f(y2))}::#3={x=f(f(f(y3)))}:: : : : ; such
that, ∀p(t)∈PI<P3= ↓!(p(x)), 	 ∃Hi=mgu(p(t); p(x)#i), for each i. Thus, by de#nition,
q(a) 	∈PI<P3= ↓!+1(q(x)). Note that this is correct since q(a) does not have a #nite
failure in P3.
Let ={a=0; f=1} in the following program.
P5 : q(a) : −p(x):
p(f(x)) : −p(a):
PI<P5= ↓ 1(q(x)) = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : : };
PI<P5= ↓ 1(p(x)) = {p(a) };
...
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gfp(PI<P5=)(q(x)) = {q(x); q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(a); q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : : : : : }
gfp(PI<P5=)(p(x)) = {p(x); p(f(x)); : : :
p(a); p(f(a)); : : : }:
Finally, consider the program P4 in Example 12.6.
gfp(PI<P4=)(p(x; y)) = {p(fn(x); fm(x)) |m 	= n+ 1} ∪
{p(t1; t2) | t1 or t2 is a ground term};
gfp(PI<P4=)(q(x; y)) = {q(fn(x); fm(x)) |m 	= n} ∪
{q(t1; t2) | t1 or t2 is a ground term}
13. Relation to other semantics
In this section we want to relate our #xpoint semantics for #nite failure to the direct
characterization of the set of ground atoms FFP , introduced in [35] by Lassez and
Maher.
Denition 13.1 (Lassez and Maher [35]). Let P be a program. Let TP be the immedi-
ate consequences operator de#ned in [38]. Then FdP , the set of atoms of the Herbrand
base which are "nitely failed at depth k is de#ned as follows.
(1) A∈F1P if A =∈TP ↓ 1;
(2) A∈FdP for d¿1 if for each clause B :−B1; : : : ; Bn in P and for all substitutions #
such that A=B# and B1#; : : : ; Bn# are ground, there exists k such that 16k6n
and Bk#∈Fd−1P .
Denition 13.2. The set of "nite failure FP for the program P is de#ned as FP=⋃
d¿1 F
d
P .
Intuitively, a ground atom A belongs to FdP (and therefore belongs to FP) if for all
clause B :−B unifying with A, for all ground instances of the body B such that its
head is equal to A, B belongs to FdP . In other words, the #nite failure of A depends
on the #nite failure of the ground instances of the bodies Bi’s of the clauses unifying
with A. It is worth noting that in our semantics the #nite failure of A depends on the
#nite failure of the instances non-necessarily ground of the body atoms Bi’s of the
clauses unifying with A. In order to understand the relation between the #nite ordinal
powers of PI<P= and FkP , we need an intermediate result.
Consider an atom A, and a sequence of substitutions for A, #1 :: : : : ::#n :: : : : such that
A#i6A#i+1. The next result ensures us that, if we are concerned with the #nite powers
of PI<P= only, the presence of an in#nite set of ground instances of all the A#i in
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PI<P=↓ k, ensures us that there exists an atom OA in PI<P=↓ k which uni#es with A#i, for
all i. Intuitively, this is because the presence of an in#nite number of ground instances
of a predicate in a "nite power PI<P=↓ i implies the presence of some anti-instance of
the in#nite ground instances in PI<P=↓ i.
Lemma 13.3. Consider an atom p(x)# and a sequence of substitutions #′1 :: : : : ::#
′
n
:: : : : . If for every p(x)##′i there exists an in"nite number of instances H1; : : : ; Hn; : : :
of p(x)##′i belonging to PI<P=↓ k, with k "nite, then there exists a p(x) O#∈PI<P=↓ k,
such that, p(x) O# uni"es with p(x)##′i , for all i, and is an anti-instance of an in"nite
number of atoms H1; : : : ; Hn; : : : .
Lemma 13.3 suggests that PI<P=↓ k, with k #nite, captures the same information
(w.r.t grounds atoms) than FkP , which uses information on ground atoms only.
Let us de#ne the operator ground, which selects from a given set R⊆Atoms the
subset of atoms which are ground.
Denition 13.4. Let R⊆Atoms. ground(R)={p(t)∈R |p(t) is ground}.
We can establish the following relation between PI<P=↓ k and FkP .
Theorem 13.5. For every "nite k,
⋃
p(x) ground(PI<P=↓ k (p(x)))=FkP :
Proof. (Only if). By induction on k.
k=1: Assume p(x)#∈ ⋃p(x) ground(PI<P=↓ 1 (p(x))). By de#nition of NUnifp(x),
p(x)# does not uni#es with any head of a clause c in P. Then p(x)# does not
unify with any head of any ground instance of a clause c in P. By de#nition of
TP ↓ 1, p(x)# =∈TP ↓ 1. Hence, by de#nition, p(x)#∈F1P .
k¿1: Assume p(x)#∈ ⋃p(x) ground(PI<P=↓ k (p(x))). Then p(x)# is ground and
p(x)#∈ ⋃p(x)PI<P=↓ k (p(x)). By de#nition of PI<P=, for all clause c, c=p(t):
−B1; : : : ; Bn of P such that A=mgu(p(x)#; p(t))), (B1; : : : ; Bn)A∈up >B ({B |B=
B1; : : : ; Bn∃Bi∈PI<P=↓ k−1 (pred(Bi))}). By de#nition of up >B , for all ground in-
stances BAH of BA, there exists a Bi such that BiAH∈PI<P=↓ k−1 (pred(Bi)). By
inductive hypothesis BiAH∈Fk−1P . This implies that, for all ground instances of
BAH of BA, there exists a Bi such that BiAH∈Fk−1P . Then, by de#nition of FkP ,
p(x)#∈FkP .
(If). By induction on k.
k=1: p(x)#∈TP ↓ 1. Then by de#nition of TP ↓ 1, p(x)# does not unify with any
head of any ground instance of clause c in P. Assume, by contradiction, that
p(x)# uni#es with a (non-necessary ground) head p(t) of a clause c in P. Then
there exists A=mgu(p(x)#; p(t)). But then p(x)# uni#es with any head p(t)AL
(L grounding substitution for the clause c) of a ground instance of a clause c in
P. This gives a contradiction. Therefore p(x)# does not unify with a head p(t)
of a clause c in P. Then, by de#nition of PI<P=↓ 1, p(x)#∈
⋃
p(x)PI<P=↓ 1 (p(x))
and since p(x)# is ground, p(x)#∈ ⋃p(x) (ground(PI<P=↓ 1 (p(x)))).
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k¿1: p(x)#∈FkP . Then for all clause A :−B1; : : : ; Bn (assume, here, for a sake of
simplicity that B1; : : : ; Bn is not ground, if this is not the case we can obtain
by a straightforward inductive argument that p(x)#∈CI<A :−B1; : : : ; Bn=PI <P=↓k−1)
in P and for all substitutions #′ such that p(x)#=A#′ and B1#′; : : : ; Bn#′ are
ground, there exists l, such that 16l6n and Bl#′∈Fd−1P . By inductive hypothe-
sis, for all substitutions #′ such that p(x)#=A#′ and B1#′; : : : ; Bn#′ are ground,
there exists l, such that 16l6n and Bl#′∈ground(PI<P=↓ k−1 (pred(Bl))). There-
fore, for all substitutions #′ such that p(x)#=A#′ and B1#′; : : : ; Bn#′ are ground,
there exists l, such that 16l6n and Bl#′∈(PI<P=↓ k−1 (pred(Bl))). Since n is
#nite, by Koning’s lemma, for every sequence of substitutions #1 :: : : : ::#m :: : : :,
(B1; : : : ; Bn)#i6(B1; : : : ; Bn)#i+1 there exists in#nite (ground) instances of a certain
Bh belonging to PI<P=↓ k−1 (pred(Bh)). Let B=B1; : : : ; Bn. By de#nition of up >B
and by Lemma 13.3, B1; : : : ; BnH∈up >B ({B |B=B1; : : : ; Bn∃Bi∈PI<P=↓ k−1 (pred
(Bi))}), where H is a relevant substitution for A and p(x)#=AH. Then, by def-
inition, p(x)# ∈ CI<A :−B1; : : : ; Bn=PI <P=↓k−1. Since this holds for each clause in
P unifying with p(x)#, then, by de#nition, p(x)#∈ ⋃p(x)PI<P=↓ k (p(x)). Since
p(x)# is ground p(x)#∈ ⋃p(x) ground(PI<P=↓ k (p(x))):
Hence, the fact that our operator does not use information on ground atoms, only
guarantees co-continuity. Note that it is not possible to de#ne a co-continuous operator
based on the FiP .
Example 13.6. Consider program P3 of Example 4.4 and its ordinal powers as in
Example 12.10.⋃
p(x)
PI<P3= ↓ 1 (p(x)) = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a) }⋃
p(x)
PI<P3= ↓ 2 (p(x)) = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a); p(f(a)) }
...⋃
p(x)
PI<P3= ↓ ! (p(x)) = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a); p(f(a)); p(f(f(a))); : : : }⋃
p(x)
PI<P3= ↓ !+ 1 (p(x)) = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a); p(f(a)); p(f(f(a))); : : : }
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Consider now
F1P = {q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a) }
F2P = {q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a); p(f(a)) }
...
FP = {q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a); p(f(a)); p(f(f(a))); : : : }
Note that F1P =
⋃
p(x) ground(PI<P3=↓ 1 (p(x))) and F2P =
⋃
p(x) ground(PI<P3=↓ 2 (p(x))).
However, it is not possible to de#ne a co-continuous operator based on the FiP’s.
Indeed, using the inference rule in De#nition 13.1, next step, q(a) would fail accord-
ing to the information in FP .
We can even push further the previous arguments by de#ning an extended version
of the characterization of Lassez and Maher, which is able to infer the #nite failure
of non-necessarily ground atoms using essentially the same inference rule as the one
used by the FiP’s.
Denition 13.7. Let P be a program. Let TcP be the Clark’s #xpoint operator on sets of
non-ground atoms de#ned in [5]. Then Fde;P; the set of atoms of the extended Herbrand
base that are "nitely failed at depth k is de#ned as follows.
(1) A∈Fe;dP if A =∈TcP ↓ 1;
(2) A∈Fe;dP for d¿1 if for all clauses B :−B1; : : : ; Bn in P A=B# and for all substi-
tutions #′ such that B1##′; : : : ; Bn##′ are ground, there exists k such that 16k6n
and Bn##′∈Fd−1P .
Denition 13.8. The set of #nite failure FeP of P is de#ned as F
e
P =
⋃
d¿1 F
e;d
P .
This yields an operator which is able to infer the #nite failure of non-ground atoms
using information on ground atoms only. It should be clear by now that the #nite
powers PI<P=↓ i carry the same information as the corresponding Fde;P . As a consequence
of Lemma 12.8, we can state the following result.
Theorem 13.9.
⋃
p(x)PI<P=↓ k (p(x))=Fe; kP .
As in the previous case, the main diAerence is that the operator PI<P= is co-conti-
nuous, while it is not possible to de#ne a co-continuous operator based on Fke;P’s.
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Example 13.10. Consider as in Example 13.6, the program P3 and its ordinal powers.
⋃
p(x)
PI<P3= ↓ 1 (p(x)) = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a) }⋃
p(x)
PI<P3= ↓ 2 (p(x)) = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a); p(f(a)) }
...⋃
p(x)
PI<P3= ↓ ! (p(x)) = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a); p(f(a)); p(f(f(a))); : : : }⋃
p(x)
PI<P3= ↓ !+ 1 (p(x)) = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a); p(f(a)); p(f(f(a))); : : : }
While,
Fe;1P = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a) };
Fe;2P = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a); p(f(a)) };
...
FeP = {q(f(x)); q(f(f(x))); : : :
q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :
p(a); p(f(a)); p(f(f(a))); : : : }:
Note that Fe;1P =
⋃
p(x)PI<P3=↓ 1 (p(x)) and Fe;2P =
⋃
p(x)PI<P3=↓ 2 (p(x)). However, as
in Example 13.6, it is not possible to de#ne a co-continuous operator based on the
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Fe; iP ’s. Indeed, using the inference rule in De#nition 13.7, next step, q(a) would fail
according to the information in FeP .
14. Conclusion
We have de#ned a framework, based on the SLD-tree semantics, for the systematic
derivation of abstract semantics, using the formal tools of abstract interpretation. Every
time we want to de#ne a #xpoint semantics modelling some property that can be
“observed” on the SLD "nite and in"nite fair SLD-derivations semantics, we only
need to formalize the property as an observable, that is a Galois insertion from the
SLD-tree semantics to an abstract domain chosen to model the property. Then, the
theory of abstract interpretation allows us to systematically de#ne optimal abstract
operators. If the optimal operators satisfy properties stated in Section 9, then, the
systematically derived abstract denotational functions are precise w.r.t the concrete
ones. This means that the abstract denotational semantics correctly model the property.
Moreover, the abstract denotational semantics inherits from the concrete one many
interesting properties such as And-compositionality, compositionality w.r.t. instantiation,
i.e., the possibility to infer the behavior of an instance of a goal, from the behavior
of the generic goal. Moreover, by results in Section 9, the #xpoint semantics also
inherits the desirable property of being computable by a co-continuous operator. For
example, in [28], the framework was used to derive a #xpoint semantics based on a
co-continuous operator which models exact (possibly in#nite) answers of successful
and in#nite derivations in an And-compositional way. Based on this new semantics,
in [29] a new analysis was proposed and proved to be able to improve the existing
automatic methods for proving termination of logic programs.
In this paper, we have applied the framework to de#ne a #xpoint semantics which
correctly models #nite failure, And-compositional and de#ned by a co-continuous op-
erator. We have formalized the “observable” property of non-ground #nite failure as
a Galois insertion, and we have de#ned an abstract #xpoint operator as the opti-
mal abstraction of the #xpoint operator of the concrete semantics of Section 4. This
construction yields a #xpoint semantics which correctly models #nite failure, using
a precise #xpoint operator which is co-continuous, and allows us to prove And-
compositionality result for #nite failure much more simply than the one stated in
[30]. We have also related our new #xpoint semantics for non-ground #nite failure
to the direct characterization for the ground #nite failure proposed by Lassez and
Maher [35].
Further studies, presented in [28], have shown that our idea of choosing the non-
ground #nite failure property as observable was the “best”. This choice, in fact, allows
us to de#ne a precise (w.r.t. the observable property) #xpoint semantics, i.e., a seman-
tics correctly modelling the property of interest. An attempt made in [28] has shown
that the ground #nite failure property as observable would not lead to a precise #xpoint
semantics.
It is worth noting that the #xpoint operator for #nite failure is not #nitary. However,
for applications to analysis and veri#cation, which are our main concern, we are in
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general not interested in the standard semantics of a program (which in any case is
an in#nite object), but in its #nitely computable approximations. Also in our case,
it is possible to derive approximations of our #xpoint operator which will allow us
to derive information on #nite failure in an eAective way and to use it to de#ne
eAective veri#cation methods. The #xpoint semantics for #nite failure, presented in this
paper, was considered in [31] as the basis for a veri#cation method, which extends
to #nite failure Ferrand’s approach [23]. Ferrand uses two semantics (a least #xpoint
and a greatest #xpoint semantics) and two diAerent speci#cations. We apply Ferrand’s
approach using a greatest #xpoint semantics and a PI<P=↑! semantics. By de#ning an
approximation from below (which gives a superset of the intended denotation), and
an approximation from above (which gives a subset of the intended denotation), we
give two diAerent #nite approximations of the non-ground #nite failure set and of
the success set, make the extension of Ferrand’s veri#cation method to #nite failure
eAective.
Finally, we think that our results are a very interesting example which shows that
abstract interpretation is not useful for static analysis only. It is well known that abstract
interpretation can be used to relate existing standard semantics. However here we have
used abstract interpretation techniques to derive a new semantics which models an
observable property for which a satisfactory #xpoint semantics was hard to #nd in a
direct way.
Appendix A. Technical proofs
First, we will need the following technical lemma whose proof can be found in [6].
Lemma A.1. Let d1; d2 be derivations and  be an idempotent substitution. If @(d1 ::
d2) is de"ned, then either
• length(@(d1))¡length(d1) and @(d1 ::d2)=@(d1) or
• length(@(d1))= length(d1) and @(d1 ::d2)=@(d1) ::@′(d2), where ′ is an idem-
potent substitution such that last(@(d1))=(last(d1))′.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. The proofs of Points 1 and 2 is straightforward by de#nition of
:: and @ operation. We then prove Point 3.
By de#nition, d1∧ld2 :=Cl0 ::Cm0 ::Cl1 :: : : : ::Cli ::Cmi :: : : : :
We prove the claim by induction on the steps Cli and C
m
i of the derivation d1∧ld2.
• Assume
d1∧ld2 =Cl0 = 〈Gl0; Gm0 〉
#l1−−−−−→
p˜l1 ; c
l
1
〈Gl1; (Gm0 #l1)〉
#l2−−−−−→
p˜l2 ; c
l
2
· · · #
l
a1−−−−−→
p˜la1 ; c
l
a1
〈Gla1 ; (Gm0 (#l1 · : : : · #la1 ))〉
then, by de#nition of a1, d1∧ld2 is a derivation by parallel selection rule.
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• We now want to prove that Cl0 ::Cm0 is a derivation. We have two cases.
◦ Cm0 is a zero length derivation then Cl0 ::Cm0 is a derivation by the previous point.
◦ Cm0 =〈G la1 ; D1〉
#1−−−−−→
p˜1 ; c1
· · ·
#k0
2−−−−−→
p˜k0
2
; ck0
2
〈(G la1 (#1 · : : : · #k02 ))Dk02 〉 where
D1
#1−−−−−→
p1 ;c1
· · ·
#k0
2−−−−−→
pk0
2
;ck0
2
; Dk02 = @answer(dB0)(d);
d = Gm0
#m1−−−−−→
pm1 ;c
m
1
· · · #
m
b1−−−−−→
pmb1 ;c
m
b1
Gmb1 and dB0 = C
l
0:
Since var(d1)∩var(d2)=var(G 10 )∩var(G 20 ), and answer(dB0) is a substitu-
tion restricted to var(G 10 )∪var(G 20 ), @answer(dB0)(d) is de#ned by Point 2. Hence
also Cm0 is de#ned. Finally, observe that by de#nition of @, var(C
l
0 ::C
m
0 )∩var
(@answer(dB0)(d))=var(G
m
0 answer(dB0)). Moreover, the last step in the derivation
Cl0 has selected the atom p˜
l
a1 , which is, by de#nition of a1, the rightmost atom
in the goal G l0. By de#nition of parallel selection rule, in the next step we have
to select the leftmost atom in the goal Gm0 which is, indeed, the #rst atom we
select in Cm0 . Recall, in fact, that p
m
1 must be equal to 1. It follows that C
l
0 ::C
m
0
is de#ned and the thesis follows by Point 1.
• We now prove that Cl0 ::Cm0 :: : : : ::Cmi−1 ::Cli is a derivation, assuming that Cl0 ::Cm0 :: : : :
::Cmi−1 is a derivation. We have the following cases.
◦ Cli is a zero length derivation then the claim is true by hypothesis.
◦ Cli =〈D1;Gmbi 〉
#1−−−−−→
p˜1 ; c1
· · ·
#ki
1−−−−−→
p˜ki
1
; cki
1
〈Dki1 ; (Gmbi (#1 · : : : · #ki1 ))〉 where
D1
#1−−−−−→
p1 ;c1
· · ·
#ki
1−−−−−→
pki
1
;cki
1
Dki1 = @answer(dAi)(d);
d = G lai
#lai+1−−−−−→
plai+1 ;c
l
ai+1
· · ·
#la(i+1)−−−−−−→
pla(i+1) ;c
l
a(i+1)
G la(i+1)
and dAi = Cl0 :: : : : :: C
l
i−1 :: C
m
i−1:
Since var(d1)∩var(d2)=var(G 10 )∩var(G 20 ), and answer(dAi) is a substitution
restricted to var(G 10 )∪var(G 20 ), @answer(dAi)(d) is de#ned by Point 2. Hence also Cli
is de#ned. Finally, observe that by de#nition of @, var(dBi)∩var(@answer(dAi))(d))
=var(G l0answer(dBi)). Moreover, the last step in the derivation C
m
i has selected
the atom p˜mbi , which is, by de#nition of bi, the rightmost atom in the sequence
Gmbi . By de#nition of parallel selection rule, in the next step we have to select
the leftmost atom in G lai+1 , which is, indeed, the #rst atom we select in C
l
i , by
de#nition of ai +1. Since by hypothesis, Cl0 ::C
m
0 ::C
m
i−1 is a derivation, it follows
that Cl0 ::C
m
0 :: : : : ::C
m
i−1 ::C
l
i is also a derivation.
• The proof that Cl0 ::Cm0 :: : : : ::Cli ::Cmi :: is a derivation is analogous to the previous
one.
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. (1) Consider @A(d1∧ld2) which is equal, by de#nition, to @A(Cl0 ::
Cm0 ::C
l
1 :: : : : ::C
l
i ::C
m
i :: : : :). First of all, note that the ai’s and bi’s in the derivation
@A(d1)∧l @A(d2), as long as they exist, are the same as the ones in the derivation
d1∧ld2, since they only depend on the length of the goals in the derivations d1
and d2.
By de#nition of ∧l, @A(d1)∧l @A(d2) is equal to C˜l0 ::C˜m0 ::C˜l1:: : : : ::C˜li ::C˜mi : : :, for suit-
able C˜li and C˜
m
i , which, for the previous observation, are such that ∀i. length(C˜li)=
length(Cli) and length(C˜
m
i )= length(C
m
i ).
We want to prove by induction on i that the derivation
@A(Cl0 :: C
m
0 :: : : : :: C
l
i) is equal to the derivation C˜
l
0 :: C˜
m
0 :: : : : :: C˜
l
i
• We start by showing that @A(Cl0)=C˜l0 holds.
@A(Cl0) is de#ned as
@A(〈G l0 ;Gm0 〉
#l1→˜
pl1 ;c
l
1
〈G l1 ; (Gm0 #l1)〉
#l2→˜
pl2 ;c
l
2
· · · #
l
a1→
p˜la1 ;c
l
a1
〈G la1 ; (Gm0 (#l1 · : : : · #la1 ))〉)
= @A((G l0
#l1−−−−−→
p˜l1 ;c
l
1
· · · #
l
a1−−−−−→
p˜la1 ;c
l
a1
G la1 ) ∧i Gm0 ):
It is easy to see that
@A((G l0
#l1−−−−−→
p˜l1 ;c
l
1
· · · #
l
a1−−−−−→
p˜la1 ;c
l
a1
G la1 )) ∧i (Gm0 )A
is equal, by de#nition, to C˜l0.
• We now prove that the derivation @A(d˜1 ::Cmi ) is equal to the derivation d˜2 ::C˜mi , where
d˜1=Cl0 ::C
m
0 :: : : : ::C
l
i and d˜2=C˜
l
0 ::C˜
m
0 :: : : : ::C˜
l
i . By inductive hypothesis,
@A(d˜1)= d˜2. We can have two cases.
◦ length(@A(d˜1 ::Cmi ))¡length(d˜1), then by Lemma A.1 @A(d˜1 ::Cmi ) is equal to @A
(d˜1). By inductive hypothesis, @A(d˜1) is equal to d˜2 and by de#nition of the C˜
j
h
with h¿i, @A(d1)∧i @A(d2)= d˜2.
◦ Assume the previous condition does not hold, then by Lemma A.1, @A(d˜1 ::
Cmi ) is equal to @A(d˜1) ::@′(C
m
i ), where 
′ such that last(@A(d˜1))=(G lai+1 ;G
m
bi )
′.
Since by inductive hypothesis, @A(d˜1)= d˜2, then we can conclude that last(d˜2)
=(G˜ lai+1 ; G˜
m
bi)=(G
l
ai+1 ;G
m
bi )
′. Moreover, by de#nition of Cmi , @′(C
m
i )=C˜
m
i since
′ is such that last(d˜2)=(G˜ la(i+1) ; G˜
m
bi)=(G
l
a(i+1) ;G
m
bi )
′. Then @A(d˜1 ::Cmi ) is equal
to the derivation d˜2 ::C˜mi .
• The proof that @A(d˜1 ::Cmi ::Cli+1) is equal to the derivation d˜2 ::C˜mi ::C˜li+1 is analogous
to the previous one.
(2) Given a certain i and j; i; j∈{1; 2}, and a derivation (d1∧i d2)∧j d3 the correspond-
ing s and t, s; t∈{1; 2}, are chosen so that the relatively order on which we rewrite
some atoms following the derivations d1; d2 and d3; is the same in (d1∧i d2)∧j d3,
and d1∧s (d2∧t d3). For example, to i=1 and j=1 correspond s=1 and t=1, in
fact (d1∧1d2)∧1d3 #rst rewrites some goals according to d1 then some according
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to d2 and then some according to d3 and starts again with d1. This is also the
relative order according to whom d1∧1 (d2∧1d3) rewrites the atoms in d1, d2 and
d3. Note that to i=1 and j=2 correspond s=2 and t=2, while to i=2 and j=1
correspond s=2 and t=1.
Then let us assume that (d1∧i d2)∧j d3, and d1∧s (d2∧t d3), rewrite the atoms so
that the relative order on which we follows derivations d1 d2 and d3 is the same,
i.e., both derivations rewrite #rst some atoms according to a certain derivation dm
then some atoms according to a certain derivation dn then some atoms according
to a last derivation do and then we restart following derivation dm. Note that
(d1∧i d2)∧j d3 and d1∧s (d2∧t d3) have the same initial goal "rst(d1); "rst(d2);
"rst(d3) and follow the same derivations d1; d2 and d3. We are left to prove that
(d1∧i d2)∧j d3 and d1∧s (d2∧t d3), rewrite the same number of atoms according
to each derivation in the same relative order. For the sake of simplicity, let us
consider the particular case where i; j; s; t=1.
Let us consider the ai and bi of the derivation (d1∧1d2)∧1d3 and the a′i and b′i
of the derivation d1∧1 (d2∧1d3). Let us show, by induction on i that each pre#x
of (d1∧1d2)∧1d3 of length ai + bi is equal to the pre#x of length a′i + b′i of
d1∧1 (d2∧1d3).
• For i=1. By de#nition, a1+b1=(lenG("rst(d1∧1d2))−p11+1)+lenG("rst(d3));
where p11 is the position of the #rst atom selected in d1. By de#nition, the pre#x
of (d1∧1d2)∧1d3 of length a1+b1 is obtained by “following” for lenG("rst(d1∧i
d2)) − p11 + 1 steps the derivations d1∧1d2 and then for lenG("rst(d3)) the
derivation d3. In particular, by de#nition of ∧1 and parallel selection rule, we fol-
low d1 for lenG("rst(d1))−p11+1 steps and then d2 for lenG("rst(d2)). This is
exactly what we do in the #rst a′1+b
′
1 steps of the derivation d1∧1 (d2∧1d3). This
is because a′1= lenG("rst(d1))−p11+1 and b′1= lenG("rst(d2)∧1"rst(d3)). This
means that in the derivation d1∧1 (d2∧1d3) we follow d1 for lenG("rst(d1))−
p11+1 steps and then d2 for lenG("rst(d2)) steps and then d3 for lenG("rst(d3))
steps. Since the starting goal is equal to ("rst(d1); "rst(d2); "rst(d3)) and the
derivations which we follow are the same (d1, d2 and d3), the claim
holds.
• Assume the claim is true for i − 1 and let us show that it holds also for i. For
the sake of simplicity, let us indicate with (G)G1 the subgoal of G which comes
rewriting some goal G1. By de#nition of the ai’s and bi’s, ai+bi is the number of
steps necessary for all atoms in the goal Gai−1+bi−1 (in derivation (d1∧1d2)∧1d3)
to be rewritten exactly once by a parallel selection rule starting from the leftmost
atom in Gai−1+bi−1 . Then we “follow” for lenG((Gai−1+bi−1 )
"rst(d1∧1 d2)) steps the
derivations d1∧1d2 and then for lenG((Gai−1+bi−1 ) "rst(d3)) the derivation d3. By
de#nition of ∧1, this means that we follow for lenG((Gai−1+bi−1 ) "rst(d1)) steps
the derivations d1, lenG((Gai−1+bi−1 )
"rst(d2)) steps the derivations d2, and then
lenG((Gai−1+bi−1 )
"rst(d3)) the derivation d3. By inductive hypothesis, Gai−1+bi−1 =
G ′a′i−1+b′i−1 in the derivation d1∧
1 (d2∧1d3) and again a′i + b′i is the number of
steps necessary for all atoms in the goal G ′a′i−1+b′i−1 to be rewritten exactly
once by a parallel selection rule starting from the leftmost atom in G ′a′i−1+b′i−1 .
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Then a′i + b
′
i=ai + bi. Moreover, the pre#x of d1∧1 (d2∧1d3) of length ai + bi
is obtained from the one of length ai−1 + bi−1 (ending with Gai−1+bi−1 ) by
“following” for lenG((Gai−1+bi−1 )
"rst(d1)) steps the derivation d1 and then for
lenG((Gai−1+bi−1 )
"rst(d2∧1 d3)) the derivation d2∧1d3. In particular, by de#nition
of ∧1 and parallel selection rule, we follow d2 for lenG((Gai−1+bi−1 ) "rst(d2))
steps and then d3 for lenG((Gai−1+bi−1 )
"rst(d3)). Since the starting goal is equal
(Gai−1+bi−1 ), and the derivations which we follow are the same (d1, d2 and d3),
the claim holds.
(3) The proof is essentially the same than the previous one.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. By Eq. (6.2),
P<P=I = IdI + (tree(P) . pu(I)):
(1) (Only if). Assume d∈∑i (P<P=Di)(p(x)). This means that there exists a ODi such
that d∈P<P= ODi(p(x)). Now we now have three cases:• d=p(x) then d∈IdI(p(x)). This implies, by de#nition of P< =, d∈P<P=∑
i (Di)
(p(x)).
• d=p(x) {x=t}→ B where p(t):−B is a clause in P. Also in this case, this implies,
by de#nition of P<P= and of ., that d∈P<P=∑
i (Di)
(p(x)).
• d=d′ ::d′′ where d′=p(x) {x=t}→ B, p(t):−B is a clause in P and there exists a ODi
such that d′′∈pu( ODi)(B). Since pu is a monotonic operator, indeed, it is de#ned
as a composition of monotonic operators, d′′∈pu(∑i (Di))(B). Hence, d=d′ ::d′′
belongs also to P<P=∑
i (Di)
(p(x)):
(If). Assume d∈P<P=∑
i (Di)
(p(x)). We have three cases:
• d=p(x) then d∈IdI(p(x)). Since IdI(p(x))∈P<P=Di for all i, by de#nition of∑
, d∈∑i (P<P=Di)(p(x)).
• d=p(x) {x=t}→ B, where p(t):−B is a clause in P. Since tree(P)∈P<P=Di for all
i, by de#nition of
∑
, d∈∑i (P<P=Di)(p(x)).
• d=d′ ::d′′ where d′=p(x) {x=t}→ B, p(t):−B is a clause in P and d′′∈pu(∑i
(Di))(B). Let B=B1; : : : ; Bm. By de#nition of pu, there exist at least d1; : : : ; dm
such that d′′ ∈ d1∧ · · · ∧dm and, for each j, dj=@Aj (d′′j ), d′′j is a renamed apart
version (from Bj) of a derivation in Di(B′j ), for some i, where B
′
j6Bj, Aj is such
that Bj="rst(d′′j )Aj. Note that m is #nite and the derivations d
′′
j are of #xed
(possibly in#nite) length. Since the Di’s are an ascending chain, there exists a
ODi such that for j=1; : : : ; m, a renamed apart version of d′′j belongs to ODi(B
′
j ),
B′j6Bj. Then by de#nition of pu, d
′′∈pu( ODi)(B). This implies that d=d′ ::d′′
belongs to P<P= ODi(p(x)): Hence, d∈
∑
i (P<P=Di)(p(x)):
(2) (Only if). Assume d∈∏i (P<P=Di)(p(x)). This means that for all i. d∈P<P=Di
(p(x)). Now we now have three cases:
• d=p(x) then d∈IdI(p(x)). This implies, by de#nition of P<P=, d∈P<P=∏
i (Di)
p(x).
• d=p(x) {x=t}→ B, where p(t):−B is a clause in P. This implies, by de#nition of
P<P= and of ., d∈P<P=∏
i (Di)
p(x).
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• d=d′ ::d′′, where d′=p(x) {x=t}→ B, p(t):−B is a clause in P and for all i, d′′∈pu
(Di)(B). Let B=B1; : : : ; Bm. By de#nition of pu, there may exist more than one
combination of derivations d1; : : : ; dm which we will call di1; : : : ; d
i
m (with i¿0),
such that dij=@Ai; j (d
′′i
j ), d
′′i
j is a renamed apart version (from Bj) of a deriva-
tion in some Di(B′j ), for some i, where B
′
j6Bj, Ai; j is such that Bj="rst(d
′′
j
i)Ai; j
and for all i. d′′∈di1∧ : : :∧dim. Note that m is #nite and all the anti-instance
of B1; : : : ; Bm are #nite and dij have a #xed length l
i
j depending on the deriva-
tion d′′. Since Di is a descending chain, there will exist d′′i1 ; : : : ; d
′′i
m such that
d′′ij ∈Di(B′j ) for all i. Now such d′′ij also belong to
∏
i (Di)(B
′
j ), and, by de#nition
of pu, d′′∈pu(∏i (Di)(B′j ))p(x). Therefore, by de#nition of P<P=, this implies
that d=d′ ::d′′ belongs to P<P=∏
i (Di)
p(x).
(If). Assume d∈P<P=∏
i(Di)
(p(x)). We have three cases:
• d=p(x) then d∈IdI(p(x)). Since IdI(p(x))∈P<P=Di for all i, by de#nition of∏
, d∈∏i (P<P=Di)p(x).
• d=p(x) {x=t}→ B, where p(t):−B is a clause in P. Since tree(P)∈P<P=Di for all
i, by de#nition of
∏
, d∈∏i (P<P=Di)p(x).
• d=d′ ::d′′ where d′=p(x) {x=t}→ B, p(t):−B is a clause in P and d′′∈pu(∏i
(Di))(B). Let B=B1; : : : ; Bm. By de#nition of pu there exist d1; : : : ; dm such that
dj=@Aj (d
′′
j ), d
′
j is a renamed apart version (from Bj) of a derivation in
∏
i (Di)(B
′
j ),
where B′j6Bj, Aj is such that Bj="rst(d
′′
j )Aj and d
′′∈d1∧ · · · ∧dm. By de#nition of∏
, d′′j ∈Di(B′j ) for all i. By de#nition of pu, for all i, d1∧ : : :∧dm⊆pu(Di)(B1; : : : ;
Bm). By de#nition of P<P=, this implies that d∈
∏
i (P<P=Di)(p(x)).
Proof of Lemma 4.3. The proof is straightforward by observing that .; and × are
de#ned by collecting the results of operations de#ned on single derivations.
Proof of Lemma 7.2. We will prove that for every derivation d and goal G , d∈Compl
(D.D′)(G) iA d∈D.Compl(D′)(G). We have two cases.
(1) length(d) is #nite. By Eq. (5.1), if d∈Compl(D.D′)(G) then d∈D.D′(G). By
de#nition of ., d∈D.Compl(D′)(G). On the other hand, if d∈D.Compl(D′)(G)
and length(d) is #nite, then d∈D.D′(G). Moreover, by Eq. (5.1), d∈Compl
(D.D′)(G).
(2) Assume now that length(d) is not #nite.
(Only if). d∈Compl(D.D′)(G), for some goal G . This means that for every #-
nite pre#x (of length i) di of d, di belongs to (D.D′)(G). Since the length
of the derivations in D is bounded by l, this means that there exist a maximal
(w.r.t. the 6d order) Od∈D(G), such that, ∀i, length(di)¿length( Od), there ex-
ists d′i∈D′(last( Od)), and di= Od ::d′i. Hence, there exists d′∈Compl(D′)(last( Od))
such that ∀i d′i6dd′ and d= Od ::d′. Therefore, by de#nition of ., d∈(D.
Compl(D′))(G).
(If). d∈(D.Compl(D′))(G). Since d is in#nite and the derivation in D are boun-
ded in length, there exists Od∈D such that d= Od ::d′ and d′∈Compl(D′)(G) is
an in#nite derivation. Now we have two cases:
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• d′∈D′(last( Od)). Then d∈(D.D′)(G), and by Eq. (5.1), d∈Compl(D.D′)
(last( Od)).
• d′ does not belong to D′(last( Od)) but d′∈Compl(D′)(last( Od)). In this case, for
every #nite pre#xes d′i of d′, Od ::d′i∈D.D′(G). By de#nition of Compl, d∈
Compl(D.D′)(G).
We now introduce some useful results.
Lemma A.2. Let D∈C. Then Compl(AD)=ACompl(D):
Proof. By de#nition of  and Compl it is easy to see that the collections AD,
ACompl(D) and Compl(AD) are unde#ned for any goal except for goal A. In the
following we prove separately the two implications of the claim.
(Only if). If d∈Compl(AD)(A), then, by de#nition of Compl and , one of the
following two cases holds.
• ∃d′∈S ′ such that d=@A(d′), S ′ is a renamed apart (from A) version of D(A′), for
some A′6A, and A is such that A="rst(d)A. In this case a renamed apart version
of d belongs to (AD)(A) and then a renamed apart version of d belongs to
ACompl(D)(A).
• for all #nite pre#xes of d, di, ∃d′i∈S ′, such that di=@A(d′i), S ′ is a renamed
apart (from A) version of D(A′), for some A′6A, and A is such that A="rst(d)A.
In this case, since ∀A′; D(A′) is a well formed set of derivations, d′ such that
for all d′i’s, d′i6d′, belongs to a renamed apart version of Compl(D)(A′), for
some A′. Then, there will exist d=@A(d′), d′ renamed apart version of a deriva-
tion in Compl(D)(A′), A′6A, and A is such that A="rst(d)A. This means that
d∈(ACompl(D))(A).
(If). d∈ACompl(D)(G), then one of the two following cases holds.
• ∃d′∈S ′ such that d=@A(d′), S ′ is a renamed apart (from A) version of D(A′),
for some A′6A, and A is such that A="rst(d)A. In this case, a renamed apart
version of d belongs to (AD)(A) and then a renamed apart version of d belongs
to Compl(AD)(G).
• ∃d′∈S ′ such that d=@A(d′), S ′ is a renamed apart (from A) version of Compl(D)
(A′), for some A′6A, and A is such that A="rst(d)A. For all #nite pre#xes of
d′, d′i, d′i∈S ′, then there exist di=@A(d′i), and all the di belong to (AD)(A).
Then d∈Compl(AD)(A), by de#nition of Compl.
By straightforward inductive argument, we can prove the following result.
Lemma A.3.
∑
i {D′ |D #→P
nD′}=D.sun(tree(P)).
Proof of Corollary 7.3. We prove the points separately.
(1) Let us #rst prove that if D is a bounded collection then
Compl
(∑{D′ |D #→
P
∗D′}
)
= D . Compl (
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0) : (A.1)
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(Only if). Assume that d∈Compl(∑{D′ |D #→
P
∗D′})(G) for some goal G . We
can have two cases.
• length(d) is #nite. Then there exist n such that d∈∑{ OD |D #→
P
n OD}(G). By
Lemma A.3, d∈(D.sun(tree(P)))(G). By de#nition of completion, d∈Compl
(D.
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)(G). Moreover, since D is a bounded collection, by
Lemma 7.2, d∈(D.Compl(∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0))(G).
• length(d)=∞. There exist then d1; : : : ; di; : : : all #nite pre#xes of d and
for each di there exist ni, di∈
∑{D′ |D #→
P
niD′}(G). By Lemma A.3, for
each di, di∈(D.suni(tree(P)))(G). Then, di∈(D.
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)(G).
By de#nition of completion, d∈Compl(D.∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)(G).
Moreover, since D is a bounded collection, by Lemma 7.2, d∈D.
Compl(
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)(G).
(If). Assume now that d∈(D.Compl(∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0))(G) for some goal
G . We can have two cases.
• length(d) is #nite. Then by Lemma 7.2, since D is a bounded collection,
d∈Compl(D.∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)(G). Since length(d) is #nite, there will
exist an n such that d∈(D.sun(tree(P)))(G). By Lemma A.3, d∈(
∑{D′ |
D #→
P
nD′})(G). Then, by de#nition of Compl, d∈Compl(∑{D′ |D #→
P
∗
D′})(G).
• The case for d in#nite can be shown analogously to the previous case, i.e.,
reasoning about #nite pre#xes.
Finally
B<G in P< =
[by de#nition of B<G in P=]
Compl(
∑{D′ |>G #→
P
∗D′})
[by A:1; since>G is a bounded collection]
>G . Compl (
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0) :
(2)
O<P= =
[by de#nition]∑{B<p(x) in P=}p(x)∈Goals =
by the previos result∑{>p(x) . Compl (∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)}p(x)∈Goals =
[by Lemma 4:3]
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∑{>p(x)}p(x)∈Goals .∑ (Compl (∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)) =
[by de#nition of IdI]
IdI . Compl (
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0) :
The proof of the next lemma follows immediately from the de#nition of  and . .
Lemma A.4. Let A be an atom, D∈C, D′∈C and G be a goal. Then A(D′ .su(D))
=(AD′).su(D):
Proof of Corollary 7.4.
(Only if). Assume d∈A(D′ .Compl(∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0))(G), for some goal G .
We have two cases.
• length(d) is #nite. Then, by de#nition of Compl, d∈A(D′ .∑({sun(tree(P))}n¿0)
(G). By de#nition of
∑
, d∈A(D′ .sun(tree(P)))(G) for some n. By Lemma A.4,
d∈(AD′).sun(tree(P))(G). Then d∈(AD′).
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)(G) and by
de#nition of Compl, d∈(AD′).Compl(∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)(G).
• length(d)=∞. Consider the #nite pre#xes of d: di’s. For each di, di∈A(D′ .
Compl(
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0))(G). By de#nition of Compl, di∈A(D′ .∑({sun
(tree(P))}n¿0)(G). By de#nition of
∑
, di∈A(D′ .suni(tree(P)))(G) for some
ni. Moreover, by Lemma A.4, di∈(AD′).suni(tree(P)))(G). Then, for each #nite
pre#x di of d, di∈(AD′).∑({sun(tree(P))}n¿0)(G). By de#nition of Compl,
d∈Compl((AD′).(∑({sun(tree(P))}n¿0)))(G). Moreover, since D′ is a bounded
collection, also AD′ is a bounded collection. Therefore, by Lemma 7.2, Compl
((AD′).(∑({sun(tree(P))}n¿0)))=(AD′).Compl(∑({sun(tree(P))}n¿0)).
Hence, d∈(AD′).Compl(∑({sun(tree(P))}n¿0))(G).
(If). Assume that d∈(AD′).Compl(∑({sun(tree(P))}n¿0))(G) for some G . We
can have two cases.
• length(d) is #nite. Then, by de#nition of Compl, d∈((AD′).∑({sun(tree(P))
}n¿0))(G). By de#nition of
∑
, d∈(AD′).sun(tree(P))(G) for some n. By
Lemma A.4, d∈A(D′ .sun(tree(P)))(G). Then d∈A(D′ .
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)
(G). Hence, de#nition of Compl, d∈A(D′ .Compl(∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0))(G).
• length(d)=∞. Consider the #nite pre#xes of d: di’s. For each di, di∈(AD′).
Compl(
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)(G). By de#nition of Compl, di∈(AD′).∑({sun
(tree(P))}n¿0)(G). By de#nition of
∑
, di∈(AD′).suni(tree(P))(G) for a given
ni. By Lemma A.4, di∈A(D′ .suni(tree(P)))(G). Then, for each #nite pre#x di
of d, di∈A(D′ .∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)(G). By de#nition of Compl, d∈Compl
(A(D′ .(∑({sun(tree(P))}n¿0)))). Moreover, by Lemma A.2, Compl(A(D′ .
(
∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)))=(ACompl(D′ .∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0)). Since D′ is a
bounded collection, by Lemma 7.2, (ACompl(D′ .∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0))=
(A(D′ .Compl(∑{sun(tree(P))}n¿0))). Hence, d∈A(D′ .Compl(∑{sun(tree
(P))}n¿0))(G).
As we have already explained, for a sake of simplicity, we will not show the proof
of Theorem 7.8. This proof as well as all the intermediate results needed are strictly
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related to the ones stated in [6]. However, because of our selection rule, the scope of
some results must be narrowed. The interested reader can #nd detailed proofs in [28].
Proof of Lemma 7.9. Let  the top element of the lattice PC. The proof is by
induction on n.
For n=1. The only pre#xes of d∈P<P=(p(x)) of length less or equal 1 are the
derivation of zero length {p(x)} and d∈tree(P)(p(x)). Both these derivations be-
long to P<P=↑1 (p(x)), by de#nition.
For n+1. If d∈P<P=↓ n+1 (p(x)), then, by de#nition, d∈IdI+(tree(P).pu(P<P=↓ n))
(p(x)). If d={p(x)} or d=p(x) {x=t}→ B, with p(t):−B a clause in P, then, the
claim is trivial. Assume now that d=d′ ::d′′, where d′=p(x)
{x=t}→ B, p(t):−B is
a clause in P and d′′∈pu(P<P=↓ n)(B). Let B=B1; : : : ; Bm. By de#nition of pu,
there exist d1; : : : ; dm such that, for j=1; : : : ; m, dj=@Aj (d
′′
j ), d
′′
j is a renamed apart
version (from Bj) of a derivation in P<P=↓ n (B′j ), where B′j6Bj and Aj is such that
Bj="rst(d′′j )Aj and d
′′∈d1∧ · · · ∧dm. Now, for j=1; : : : ; m, d′′j is a renamed apart
version of a derivation d˜j in P<P=↓n (B′j ). By inductive hypothesis, for j=1; : : : ; m,
all the pre#xes of each d˜j of length at most n, i.e., d˜ij (for i=1::n) belong also
to P<P=↑n (B′j ). By de#nition of pu, for i=1; : : : ; n, the pre#xes of d′′, d′′i belong
also to pu(P<P=↓ n)(B′1; : : : ; B′m). Since P<P=↑n+1= IdI + (tree(P).pu(P<P=↑n)) the
pre#xes of length n+ 1 of d belong to P<P=↑n+1.
Proof of Lemma 7.10. Assume there exists a Om such that d =∈P<P=↓ Om (p(x)). Unfold-
ing P<P=↓ Om according to Eq. (6.2), we obtain that
d =∈ IdI + (tree(P) . pu(IdI + (tree(P) . pu(: : : : : : IdI + (tree(P)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Om
.pu())))))(p(x)):
Then, by de#nition of . , d=d1 ::d2 where
d1 =∈ IdI + (tree(P) . pu(IdI + (tree(P) . pu(: : : : : : IdI + (tree(P)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Om
)))))(p(x))
since by de#nition of , d2 always belong to pu()(last(d1)). Then by de#nition
of ⊥,
d1 =∈ IdI + (tree(P) . pu(IdI + (tree(P) . pu(: : : : : : IdI + (tree(P)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Om
.pu(⊥))))))(p(x)):
Then, by de#nition of P<P= ↑Om, d1 =∈P<P=↑Om. Moreover, it is easy to see that this also
holds for every P<P=↑m, with m¿↑m. This gives us a contradiction since by hypothesis
we have assumed that all the #nite pre#xes of d belonged to
⋃
nP<P=↑n.
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In order to prove Theorem 11.1, let us recall well known results and their general-
izations to in#nite derivations proven in [30].
It is well known that success as well as #nite failure are downward closed properties.
Lemma A.5 (Successful derivations; Lloyd [38]). If the goal G has a successful SLD
-tree in P, with computed answer substitution #′, then G# has a successful SLD-tree
in P, for every substitution # such that #¿#′.
Lemma A.6 (Finitely failed derivations; Apt [2]). If the goal G has a "nitely failed
SLD-tree in P via R (where R is a fair selection rule), then also G# has a "nitely
failed SLD-tree via a fair selection rule, for every substitution #.
In [30] we generalize the properties of downward closure also to in#nite behavior.
In order to achieve this goal is useful to introduce the concept of perpetual derivations,
which are in#nite derivation keeping instantiating the goal in#nitely many times.
Denition A.7 (Perpetual derivations; Gori and Levi [30]). Let d be an in#nite
derivation in the fair SLD-tree for the goal G . Let #i be the partial answer computed
until the ith resolution step (#i=answer(di)). Then d is a perpetual in"nite derivation
if ∀i ∃n; G#i¡G#i+n.
If a derivation is non-perpetual then we de#ne its de"nite answer.
Denition A.8 (De#nite answers; Gori and Levi [30]). If d is a non-perpetual
derivation then, starting from a given resolution step k all the partial answers com-
puted at further steps do not instantiate the initial goal G . Therefore ∃k such that
∀i; i¿k G#k=G#i; where #=answer(dk) is called the de"nite answer for the non-
perpetual derivation d.
The following lemma extends to in#nite SLD-trees with at least a non-perpetual
in#nite derivation the results of lemmata A.5 and A.6.
Lemma A.9 (Non-perpetual in#nite derivations; Gori and Levi [30]). Let G be a goal
and R be a fair selection rule. Assume that G has an SLD-tree via R, with at least
one non-perpetual in"nite derivation d, with de"nite answer #′. Consider now the
SLD-tree of G#, #¿#′, via the selection rule R′ which selects, at every resolution
step, that atom in G#, which is in the same position of the one selected by R in
G . Then G# has an SLD-tree via R′ with a non-perpetual derivation which has  as
de"nite answer.
In order to #nd similar results for goals having an in#nite fair SLD-tree with a
perpetual derivation, it is useful to distinguish which are the variables belonging to the
goal G which are going to be instantiated in#nitely many times in a given derivation
and which are the ones that will not be instantiated anymore after a suitable resolution
step.
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Denition A.10 (Perpetual variables; Gori and Levi [30]). Let P be a program, G be
a goal having at least one in#nite perpetual derivation d. Let #˜i=answer(di). The
set of perpetual variables of G , Per(G) is de#ned as follows. Per(G)⊆var(G) and
∀x∈Per(G), there exists an in#nite set of indexes of substitutions {s1; s2; : : :} such that
#˜s1|x¡#˜s2|x¡ : : : : : : :
The complement of the set Per(G) w.r.t. var(G) is denoted by Per(G).
Denition A.11 (Partial perpetual answers; Gori and Levi [30]). Let d be a perpetual
derivation and let #˜i=answer(di). There exists k such that, ∀r; r¿k: #˜k|Per(G) = #˜r|Per(G) :
Then #˜k|Per(G) is called the partial perpetual answer for the goal G and the perpetual
in#nite derivation d.
The following lemma characterizes the behavior of G#′, if #′¿ O# and O# is the partial
perpetual answer of the perpetual derivation d.
Lemma A.12 (Perpetual in#nite derivations; Gori and Levi [30]). Let G be a goal
and R be a fair selection rule. Assume that G has an in"nite SLD-tree via R, with at
least one perpetual in"nite derivation d, with partial perpetual answer #′. Consider
now the SLD-tree of G#, #¿#′ and dom(#)⊆Per(G), via the selection rule R′ which
selects, at every resolution step, that atom in G#, which is in the same position as
the one selected by R in G . Then G# has an in"nite SLD-tree via R′ with at least
one perpetual derivation.
Proof of Theorem 11.1. Assume that G does not have a #nite failure SLD-tree. Then
the SLD-tree for the goal G can have
• a success derivation with computed substitution #. This means that G# has a
success with the empty computed answer, by Lemma A.5. Consider # as a se-
quence of length 1. Consider now OG , as in the claim of the lemma, the goal
which #nitely fails. OG cannot unify with G#. Assume, in fact, that there exist a
OG such that O#=mgu( OG ;G#). By Lemma A.5, G# O# has a success with the empty
substitution, but G# O#= OG O#. This gives a contradiction since OG #nitely fails and
also all its instances OG #˜ #nitely fail, for all #˜, by Lemma A.6.
• a non-perpetual in#nite derivation with de#nite answer #. By Lemma A.9, this
means that G# has a tree with an in#nite derivation with de#nite answer .
Consider such a # as the sequence of length 1. Consider now OG , as in the claim
of the lemma, the goal which #nitely fails. OG cannot unify with G#. Assume,
in fact, that there exist a OG such that O#=mgu( OG ;G#). By Lemma A.9, G# O#
has a tree with an in#nite non-perpetual derivation with the empty substitution.
Since OG #nitely fails, by Lemma A.6 also OG #˜ #nitely fails for all #˜. That means
that G O#= OG# O# should fail. This gives a contradiction since G# O# has an in#nite
non-perpetual derivation with a fair selection rule.
• a perpetual in#nite derivation with partial perpetual answer #. By Lemma A.12,
this means that G# has a tree with a perpetual in#nite derivation. Let us con-
sider the in#nite sequence s=#1 :: : : : ::#n :: : : : of substitutions (restricted to the
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variables of the goal G#) computed during this perpetual in#nite derivation such
that G##i6G##i+1. With Per(s), we indicate the variables of G# that are in-
stantiated in#nitely many times by the sequence s. Consider now OG , as in the
claim of the lemma, the goal which #nitely fails. By hypothesis OG is such that
∀i; OG is uni#able with G##i. Let us choose an Oi such that mgu( OG ;G## Oi)|Per(s)=.
Note that such a Oi exists, since OG uni#es with all the G##i. By construction,
A=mgu( OG ;G## Oi) instantiates only variables that are not in Per(s). By de#nition
of partial computed answer and by Lemma A.12, G## OiA has an in#nite perpetual
derivation. However, OG #nitely fails, then, by Lemma A.6, for all #˜ also OG #˜
#nitely fails. This implies that OGA=G## OiA should fail. This gives a contradiction
since G## OiA has an in#nite perpetual derivation with a fair selection rule.
The proof of Lemma 12.5, which de#nes the abstract operators on A> , is rather
technical and needs several preliminary results.
Lemma A.13. Let d :=G #
′
−−−−−−→
p1 ; c1 ;:::;pn; cn
G ′m be a derivation and H be an idempotent sub-
stitution such that var(GH)∩clauses(d)=∅. Then there exists # such that @A(d)=GH
#−−−−−−→
p1 ; c1 ;:::;pn; cn
Gm; if and only if there exists H′=mgu(GH;G#′), such that GH#=G#′H′
and Gm=G ′mH
′.
Proof. The proof can be easily derived from the one given for Lemma 3.9.1. in [6].
Lemma A.14. • d∈D1×D2(G), "rst(d)=G and last(d)= i> G=(G1;G2) and there
exist G ′1, G
′
2 such that, for i=1; 2; Gi ≡ G ′i , di is a renamed apart version of a
derivation in Di(G ′i ), such that Gi="rst(di); var(d1)∩var(d2)⊆var(G1)∩var(G2),
last(di)= , and there exists a substitution, #=mgu(Ganswer(d1);Ganswer(d2)).
Moreover, answer(d)= answer(di)#.
• d∈D1×D2(G), length(d)=∞ i> G=(G1;G2) and there exist G ′1; G ′2 such that,
for i=1; 2; Gi≡G ′i , di is a renamed apart version of a derivation in Di(G ′i ), such
that Gi="rst(di); var(d1)∩var(d2)⊆var(G1)∩var(G2), there exists a j such that
length(dj)=∞, and for l 	=j length(dl)=∞ or last(dl)= , there exists a sequence
of substitutions #i=mgu(Ganswer(dil);Ganswer(d
i
h)): Moreover,
◦ ∀i, there exist j1; j2 such that ( for s=1; 2), answer(dj1s )#j16answer(di)6answer
(dj2s )#j2 .
◦ ∀i, there exist j1; j2 such that ( for s=1; 2), answer(dj1)6answer(dis)#i6answer
(dj2).
Proof. • By de#nition of ×, d∈D1×D2(G), G =(G1;G2) and d is a successful
derivation, iA there exist G ′1, G
′
2 such that, for i=1; 2, Gi≡G ′i , di is a renamed apart
version of a derivation in Di(G ′i ), such that Gi = "rst(di), var(d1)∩ var(d2)⊆var(G1)∩
var(G2), and di has a successful derivation and d= d1 ∧i d2. By de#nition of ∧
and by repeatedly applying Lemma A.13, answer(d)= answer(di)#, where #=
mgu(Ganswer(d1), Ganswer(d2)).
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• By de#nition of ×, d∈D1×D2(G), G =(G1;G2) and d is an in#nite derivation,
iA G =(G1;G2) there exist G ′1, G
′
2 such that, for i=1; 2, Gi≡G ′i , di is a renamed
apart version of a derivation in Di(G ′i ), such that Gi = "rst(di), var(d1)∩ var(d2)
⊆ var (G1)∩ var(G2), there exists a j such that length(dj)=∞, and for l 	= j
length(dl)=∞ or last(dl)=✷.
Let us now show that for each i, the #i, as described in the claim of the
lemma, exists. Consider the #rst h step of the derivation d in which we already
have performed at least i steps of rewriting of some atoms in G1 (following
d1), and i steps of rewriting of some atoms in G2, (following d2). Note that
(G1;G2) answer(dh)¿(G1;G2) answer(di1) and (G1;G2) answer(d
h)¿(G1;G2)
answer(di2). The previous reasoning holds for each i we choose. Hence, for
all i, there exists a common instance between (G1;G2) answer(di1) and (G1;G2)
answer(di2), which is, in fact, (G1;G2) answer(d
hi). Then, there will also exist a
#i =mgu (G answer(di1);G answer(d
i
2)).
Now, given an i, choose j1 =min(h1; h2) and j2 =max(h1; h2), where h1 is the
number of rewriting steps of di performed following d1, h2 is the number of
rewriting steps of di performed following d2. By de#nition of ∧, it is easy to see
that answer(dis)#j16answer(d
i)6answer(dis)#j2 holds, for s=1; 2.
On the other hand, given an i, choose j1; j2 such that in dj1 we have performed
at most i steps rewriting some atoms in the derivation of G1 (following d1) and
at most i steps rewriting some atoms in the derivation of G2 (following d2) and
in dj2 we have performed at least i steps rewriting some atoms in the derivation
of G1 (following d1) and at least i steps rewriting some atoms in the derivation
of G2 (following d2). By de#nition of ∧, it is easy to see that for such j1; j2
answer(dj1)6answer(dis)#i6answer(d
j2) holds, for s=1; 2.
Lemma A.15. Let G =(G1;G2). For i=1; 2, let us consider G ′i ≡Gi via a renam-
ing i, such that G ′i i =Gi. Let X1; X2 be abstract collections. Let the set A be
equal to
{G# | ∀ sequence of substitutions for G ; #1 :: : : : :: #n;G#i 6 G#i+1;
such that for all i; j; var(G1#i) ∩ var((G2#j)) ⊆ var(G1) ∩ var(G2);
∀ OG 1 ∈ X1(G ′1); ∃ i; s:t: OG 11; does not unify with G1#i
∀ OG 2 ∈ X2(G ′2); ∃ i; s:t: OG 22; does not unify with G2#i;
there exists i such that G# does not unify with G#i};
and let the set D be equal to
up>G ({G# | G = (G1;G2); for i = 1 or i = 2G ′i ≡ Gi ;
Gi# is a renamed version of a goal in Xi(G ′i )
via a renaming i; such that G ′i i = Gi }):
The set A is equivalent to D.
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Proof. Let B be the set
{G# | ∀ sequence of substitutions for G#; #1 :: : : : :: #n; G#i 6 G#i+1;
such that ∀i; j; var(G1##1i ) ∩ var((G2##2j )) ⊆ var(G1#) ∩ var(G2#)
there exists OG 1 ∈ X1(G ′1) such that ∀ i; OG 113 unify with
G1##i or there exists OG 2 ∈ X2(G ′2) such that
∀ i; OG22 unify with G2##i}:
We #rst prove that A=B.
(Only if). Assume that G# =∈B. Then there exists a sequence #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : such
that ∀ OG 1 ∈X1(G ′1) there exists an i such that OG 11 does not unify with G1##i and
analogously for each OG 2 ∈X2(G ′2). Note that ##1 :: : : : :: ##n :: : : : (or some renaming
of the sequence if the condition ∀i; j var(G1##i)∩ var((G2##j))⊆ var(G1)∩ var(G2)
does not hold) is such that ∀ OG 1 ∈X1(G ′1), ∃ i; OG 11 does not unify with G1##i and
∀ OG 2 ∈X2(G ′2), ∃ i; OG 22 does not unify with G2##i. For G# we cannot #nd an i
such that G# does not unify with G##i. Then G# cannot belong
to A.
(If). Assume that G# =∈A. There exists a sequence #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : ; such that
∀ OG 1 ∈X1(G ′1), ∃ i; OG 11 does not unify with G1#i and ∀ OG 2 ∈X2(G ′2), ∃ i; OG 22,
does not unify with G2#i, and ∀i G# uni#es with G#i. Let us call Hi =mgu(G#;G#i).
It is easy to see that G# cannot belong to B, since H1|var(G#) :: : : : :: Hi|var(G#) :: : : :
(or some renaming of the sequence if the condition ∀i; j; var(G1Hi)∩ var(G2Hj)⊆
var(G1#)∩ var(G2#) does not hold) it is a sequence of relevant substitutions for G#
which does not belong to B.
The last step consists in proving that B is equivalent to D.
(Only if). Assume G#∈B. For each sequence #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : of relevant sub-
stitutions for G# (such that for all i; j, var(G1##i)∩ var((G2##j))⊆ var(G1#)∩
var(G2#), there exists OG 1 ∈X1(G ′1) such that ∀ i; OG 11 uni#es with G1##i or there
exists OG 2 ∈X2(G ′2) such that ∀ i; OG 22 uni#es with G2#i. Hence, ∀ sequences
#1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : ; of relevant substitutions for G# there exists a G where
G1∈X1(G ′1) or G2∈X2(G ′2) such that ∀ i; G unify with G#i. By de#nition of
up >G , G#∈D.
(If). It is straightforward, by de#nition of up >G .
Lemma A.16.
{d | d ∈ A D(G) and last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞}
{@H0 (d′) | 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A) version of
〈A′; D(A′)〉; for some A′ 6 A; d′ ∈ K; last(d′) = ✷ or
length(d′) =∞ and ∀d’i 6d d’; i ¿ 0; there exists
Hi = mgu(A;H answer(3d’i))}:
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Proof.
{d | d ∈ A D(G) and last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞} =
[by de#nition of  ]
{@A(d′) | K is a renamed apart (from A) version of D(A′); for some
A′ 6 A; d′ ∈ K; H = "rst(d′) and there exists A such that
A = HA; last(@A(d′)) = ✷ or length(@A(d′)) =∞)} =
[by de#nition of @A and by Lemma A:13]
{@A(d′) | 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A) version of
〈A′; D(A′)〉; for some A′ 6 A; d′ ∈ K; and there exists
A such that A = HA; last(d′) = ✷ or length(d′) =∞ and
∀d’i 6d d’; i ¿ 0; there exists Hi = mgu(A;H answer(d’i))} =
[since d’0 = H ]
{@H0 (d′) | 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A) version of
〈A′; D(A′)〉; for some A′ 6 A; d′ ∈ K; last(d′) = ✷ or
length(d′) =∞ and ∀d’i 6d d’; i ¿ 0; there exists
Hi = mgu(A;H answer(d’i))}:
Lemma A.17.
{d | d ∈ A A(X )(G) and last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞} =
{d′′ |¡ H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A) version of
〈A′; X (A′)〉; for some A′ 6 A; there exists a sequence
#1 :: : : : #n :: : : : ; H#i 6 H#i+1; such that ∀ OG ∈ K;
there exists an i such that OG does not unify with H#i and
Hi = mgu(A;H#i); "rst(d′′) = AH0; answer(d’’i) = AHi}:
Proof.
{d | d ∈ A A(X )(G) and last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞} =
[by Lemma A:16]
{@H0 (d′) | 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A) version of
〈A′; A(X )(A′)〉; for some A′ 6 A; d′ ∈ K; last(d′) = ✷ or
length(d′) =∞ and ∀d’i 6d d’; i ¿ 0; there exists
Hi = mgu(A;H answer(d’i))} =
[by de#nition of A];
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{d′′ | 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A) version of
〈A′; X (A′)〉; for some A′ 6 A; there exists a sequence
#1 :: : : : #n :: : : : ; H#i 6 H#i+1; such that ∀ OG ∈ K;
there exists an i such that OG does not unify with H#i and
Hi = mgu(A;H#i); "rst(d′′) = AH0; answer(d’’i) = AHi}:
Proof of Lemma 12.5. Proof for A ˜X
A˜X =
[by de#nition of optimal operator]
I(A A(X )) =
[by de#nition of I]
3G :
⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G ({G answer(d′) })
)
where
A= {d | d ∈ A A(X )(G) and last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞} =
[by de#nition of ; ]
3G :>˜[R=A] where
R :=
⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif A({A answer(d′)})
)
=
[by Lemma A:17; ]
3G :>˜[R=A] where
R =
⋂
A
(⋃
i
NUnif A({answer(d’’i)})
)
and
A= {d′′ | 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (fromA) version
of 〈A′; X (A′)〉; for some A′ 6 A; there exists
a sequence #1 :: : : : #n :: : : : ; H#i 6 H#i+1; such that
∀ OG ∈ K; there exists an i such that OG does not unify
with H#i and Hi = mgu(A;H#i)"rst(d′′) = AH0;
answer(d’’i) = AHi} =
[since answer(d’’i) = AHi = H#iHi]
3G :>[R=A] where
R =
⋂
A
(⋃
i
NUnif A(H#iHi)
)
and
A= {s | s=#1 :: : : : #n :: : : : ; H#i 6 H#i+1; 〈H;K〉 is a
renamed apart (fromA) version of 〈A′; X (A′)〉;
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for some A′ 6 A;∀ OG ∈ K; there exists an i; such
that OG does not unify with H#i and Hi = mgu(A;H#i)} =
[by de#nition of NUnif A; ]
3G :>˜[R=A] where
R =
⋂
A
(⋃
i
NUnif A({H#i})
)
and
A= {s | s = #1 :: : : : #n :: : : : ; H#i 6 H#i+1; 〈H;K〉 is a
renamed apart (fromA) version of 〈A′; X (A′)〉;
A′ 6 A;∀ OG ∈ K; there exists an i such that
OG does not unify with H#i and Hi = mgu(A;H#i)} =
[by de#nition of NUnif A; since X (A
′) is a]
[downward closed set of instances of A; A′ 6 A; ]
3G :>˜[R=A] where
R= {AH | 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A) version of
〈A′; X (A′)〉; for some A′ 6 A; A′′ ∈ K;
H = mgu(A; A′′)|A} =
[by de#nition of ˜]
A˜X:
Proof for ×˜.
X1×˜X2 =
[by de#nition of ×˜]
I(A(X1)× A(X2)) =
[by de#nition of I]
3G :
⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G ({G answer(d′)})
)
where
A= {d | d ∈ A(X1)× A(X2)(G) and last(d) = ✷ or
length(d) =∞} =
[by de#nition of × ]
3G :
⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G ({G answer(d′)})
)
where
A= {d |G = (G1;G2) and for i = 1; 2; G ′i ≡ Gi ; di is a renamed
version of an element in A(Xi)(G ′i ); such that
Gi = "rst(di); var(d1) ∩ var(d2) ⊆ var(G1) ∩ var(G2);
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d’ = d1 ∧i d2 and last(d′) = ✷ or length(d′) =∞}
[by Lemma A:14]
3G :
⋂
A
(⋃
i
NUnif G ({G answer(di1Hi)})
)
where
A= {s | s = answer(d11H1) :: : : : :: answer(dn1Hn) : : : ;G = (G1;G2)
and for i = 1; 2; G ′i ≡ Gi ; di is a renamed version of
an element in A(Xi)(G ′i ); such that Gi = "rst(di);
var(d1) ∩ var(d2) ⊆ var(G1) ∩ var(G2); last(di) = ✷
or length(di) =∞ and ∀dii 6d di ; i ¿ 0; there exists Hi
such that Hi = mgu(Ganswer(di1);Ganswer(d
i
2))} =
[by de#nition of A]
3G :
⋂
A
(⋃
i
NUnif G (G #
1
i Hi)
)
where
A= {s | s = #11H1 :: : : : :: #1nHn :: : : : ;G = (G1;G2); and for i = 1; 2;
G ′i ≡ Gi ; via a renaming i; such that G ′i i = Gi
there exists a sequence of relevant substitutions for G1
#11 :: : : : :: #
1
n :: : : : ; such that; ∀ OG ∈ X1(G ′1); there exists
an i; such that OG1 does not uni#es with G1#1i ; and there
exists a sequence of relevant substitutions for
G2#21 :: : : : :: #
2
n :: : : : ; such that; ∀ OG ∈ X2(G ′2); there exists
an i; such that OG2 does not uni#es with G2#2i ; for all i; j;
var(G1#1i ) ∩ var(G2#2j ) ⊆ var(G1) ∩ var(G2); and there
exists Hi; such that Hi = mgu(G#1i ;G#
2
i )} =
[since; ∀i; j; var(G1#1i ) ∩ var(G2#2j ) ⊆ var(G1) ∩ var(G2); ]
[then; var(G1#1i Hi) ∩ var(G2#2j Hj) ⊆ var(G1) ∩ var(G2); ]
3G :
⋂
A
(⋃
i
NUnif G ({G O#
1
i })
)
where
A= {s | s = O#11 :: : : : :: O#
1
n :: : : : ;G = (G1;G2) and for i = 1; 2; G
′
i ≡ Gi ;
via a renaming i; such that G ′i i = Gi ;∀ OG ∈ X1(G ′1);
there exists an i; such that; OG1 does not uni#es with
G1#1i ; and ∀ OG ∈ X2(G ′2); there exists an i; such that;
OG2 does not uni#es with G2#2i ; for all i; j;
var(G1 O#
1
i ) ∩ var((G2 O#
1
j )) ⊆ var(G1) ∩ var(G2)}
[by de#nition of NUnif G ]
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3G :{G# | ∀ sequence of relevant substitutions for G ; #1 :: : : : :: #n;
G#i 6 G#i+1; such that G = (G1;G2) for all i; j;
var(G1#1i ) ∩ var((G2#2j )) ⊆ var(G1) ∩ var(G2) and for
i = 1; 2; G ′i ≡ Gi ; via a renaming i; such that G ′i i = Gi ;
there exists OG 1 ∈ X1(G ′1) such that ∀ i; OG 11 uni#es
with G1##i or there exists OG 2 ∈ X2(G ′2) such that ∀i;
OG 22 uni#es with G2#i} =
[by Lemma A:15]
3G :up>G ({G# | G = (G1;G2); for i = 1 or i = 2; G′i ≡ Gi ;
Gi# is a renamed apart version of a goal in Xi(G ′i )
via a renaming i s:t: G′ii = Gi}) =
[by de#nition of ×˜]
X1×˜X2:
Proof for ˜. We show that
∏˜
Xi = I(
∏
A(Xi))= 3G :up
>
G (∪Xi(G)).
(Only if). Assume that G# =∈ I(∏ A(Xi))(G). Then, by de#nition of I, there exists a
sequence #1 :: : : : :: #n; :: : : : such that #i=answer(di), last(d)=✷ or length(d)=∞,
d∈ (∏ A(Xi))(G) and ∀i, G# uni#es with G#i. Let Hi =mgu(G#;G#i). Since d∈∏ A
(Xi)(G), this means that d∈A(Xi)(G), for all i. By de#nition of A, ∀A∈Xi(G) there
exists a ji such that A does not uni#es with G#ji , for every i. Then, G# cannot
belong to (∪Xi(G)) and by de#nition of up >G , G# does not belong to up >G (∪Xi(G))
since there exists at least a sequence H1 :: : : : :: Hn :: : : : (G#Hi¿G#i) such that for
all A∈ (∪(Xi(G))), there exists a j such that A does not uni#es with G#Hs for each
s¿j.
(If). Assume that G# =∈ up >G (∪Xi(G)). Then, by de#nition of up >G , there exists a se-
quence of substitutions #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : such that there does not exists a
A∈ (∪Xi)(G) such that A uni#es with G##j, for all j. This implies that, for all i, it
does not exists an A∈Xi(G), such that A uni#es with G##j, for all j. By de#nition
of A, for all i, d∈ (A(Xi))(G), #i = answer(di), last(d)=✷ or length(d)=∞. Then
d∈ ((∏ (A(Xi)))(G)). By de#nition of I, G# does not belong to I(∏ A(Xi))(G).
Proof for ˜. Since in every Galois insertion the abstraction function preserves the lubs,∑˜
Xi = 3(G):∩ ((Xi)(G)) holds.
Before proving Lemma 12.7 we #rst prove two intermediate results.
Lemma A.18. Let G = (G1;G2), and Gi≡G ′i , for i = 1; 2. Let
A=
⋂
C
( ⋃
d′6dd1
NUnif G ({GMiHi | Mi = answer(d′); length(d′) = i})
)
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where
C= {d1 |for i = 1; 2; di is a renamed apart version of a derivation in
Di(G ′i ) s:t: Gi = "rst(di); var(d1) ∩ var(d2) ⊆ var(G1) ∩ var(G2);
last(di) = ✷ or length(di) =∞;
∀i:∃Hi = mgu(G answer(di1);G answer(di2))}
and
B= {GH |G = (G1;G2);∀ sequence of substitutions #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : ;
∃ OG ∈F such that ∀i: OG unifies with GH#i} where
F= {G# | for i = 1 or i = 2; Gi ≡ G ′i ;Gi# is a renamed version
of a goal in D1 or of a goal in D2 via a renaming iG ′i i = Gi};
D1 =
⋂
E1
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G ′1 (G
′
1 answer(d
′))
)
D2 =
⋂
E2
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G ′2 (G
′
2 answer(d
′))
)
E1 = {d|d ∈ D1(G ′1) last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞}
E2 = {d|d ∈ D2(G ′2) last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞}:
Then A = B.
Proof. (If). Assume that G# =∈A. Then there exists a #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : such that G#
uni#es with all G#i, ∃d1 a renamed apart version of a derivation in D1(G ′1); last(d1)=✷
or length(d1) =∞, ∃d2 a renamed apart version of a derivation in D2(G ′2), last(d2)=✷
or length(d2) =∞ and ∀i;∃Hi=mgu(Ganswer(di1);Ganswer(di2)), and #i=answer(di1)
Hi. Consider now #11 :: : : : :: #nn :: : : : such that i =mgu(G#;G#i) (such mgus
always exists by hypothesis). For such sequence it cannot exists a OG ∈F such that
∀i, OG uni#es with G##ii. That is because it exists a sequence answer(d11) :: : : : ::
answer(dn1) :: : : : ; d1 renamed apart version of a derivation in D1(G
′
1) last(d1)=✷ or
length(d1)=∞ and it exists a sequence answer(d12) :: : : : :: answer(dn2) :: : : : ; d2 re-
named apart version of a derivation in D2(G ′2). Then, by de#nition, any OG ∈F it does
not unify with all the G#answer(dj1) for all j or it does not unify with G#answer(d
j
2)
for all j. Since answer(dj1)¿#jj and answer(d
j
2)¿#jj (#j = d
j
1Hj = d
j
2Hj), then any
OG ∈F does not unify with G##jj, for all j. Then G# cannot belong to B.
(Only if). Assume that G# =∈B. Then, by de#nition of B, there exists a #1 :: : : : :: #n ::
: : : such that, for all OG ∈F, there exists an i such that OG does not unify with G##i.
Consider now G1##1 :: : : : :: G1##n :: : : : : Since OG ∈F, it must exists #˜11 :: : : : :: #˜1n ::
: : : ;G1#˜1j uni#able with G1##j, and #˜
1
i = answer(d
i
1)1, d1 ∈D1(G ′1), last(d1)=✷ or
length(d1)=∞. Consider Hj = mgu(G1#˜1j ;G1##j). For analogous reasons, it must
exists a d2 (note that we can always choose d2 such that var(d1)∩ var(d2)⊆ var(G ′1)
∩G ′2), d2 ∈D2(G ′2), last(d2)=✷ or length(d2)=∞, such that there exists
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substitutions i, i = mgu(G2#1i Hi;G2answer(d
i
2)2). Otherwise G2#˜
1
i Hi (which is
equal to G2##iHi) belongs to
⋂
E2 (
⋃
d′6dd NUnifG2 (G2answer(d
′))) but we have as-
sumed that G# =∈B. Then there exists such a derivation d2 and i=mgu(G2#1i Hi;G2
answer(di2)2). This implies that G# =∈A.
Lemma A.19. Let
A=
⋂
C
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G ({G answer(d′)})
)
where
C= {d|d ∈ D(G ′)last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞}
and
B=
⋂
D
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G ({G answer(d′)})
)
where
D= {d|d ∈ AI(D)(G ′); last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞}
Then A = B.
Proof. (If). It is immediate, by de#nition of NUnifG , noting that ∀G : AI(D)(G)
⊇D(G).
(Only if). Assume that G# =∈B. Then, by de#nition of NUnifG , there exists a se-
quence of substitutions (relevant for G ′) #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : ; #i = answer(di),
d∈ AI(D)(G ′), last(d)=✷ or length(d)=∞, such that ∀i, there exists Hi =mgu(G#;
G#i). By de#nition of A, #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : are such that ∀ OG ∈ I(D)(G ′) there exists
an i˜ such that OG does not uni#es with G ′#l for every l¿i˜. Then, ∀ OG ∈ I(D)(G ′),
there exists an h such that OG does not uni#es with G ′#lHl, with l¿h. Now there
must exist a d∈D(G ′), last(d)=✷ or length(d)=∞, such that ∀i. G ′#iHi uni#es
with G ′answer(di). Otherwise, we could #nd a G˜ in I(D)G ′, which uni#es with all
of the G ′#iHi. Therefore, there exists a d∈D(G ′), last(d)=✷ or length(d)=∞,
such that ∀i. G ′#iHi uni#es with G ′answer(di). Note that ∀i. G#6G#iHi. Then, by
de#nition of NUnifG , G# cannot belong to A.
Proof of Lemma 12.7. (1)
A ˜ I(D) =
[by de#nition of ˜]
3G :>˜[R=A] where
R= {AH | 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A) version of
〈A′; I(D)(A′)〉; for some A′ 6 A; A′′ ∈ K;
H = mgu(A; A′′)|A} =
[by de#nition of I]
3G :>˜[R=A] where
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R= {AH | 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A) version of
A′ and of the abstract collection⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif A′(A
′ answer(d′))
)
and A′′ ∈ K; H = mgu(A; A′′)|A} and
A= {d | d ∈ D(A′); A′ 6 A;
last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞} =
[since A¿ A′ and D(A′) is a downward closed]
[set of instances]
3G :>˜[R=A] where
R=
{
AH |AH ∈ ⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif A(H answer(d
′))
)}
and
A= {d|d ∈ K; 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A)
version of 〈A′; D(A′)〉; A′ 6 A; and
last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞}
[by LemmaA:14]
3G :>˜[R=A] where
R=
{
AH |AH ∈ ⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif A(B)
)}
and
A= {d|d ∈ K; 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A)
version of 〈A′; D(A′)〉; A′ 6 A; last(d) = ✷ or
length(d) =∞; ∀i ¿ 0:∃Hi = mgu(A;H answer(di))};
B= {H#iHi |#i = answer(d′) and length(d′) = i} =
[by de#nition of di]
3G :>˜[R=A] where
R=
{
AH |AH ∈ ⋂
A
(⋃
i
NUnif A(H answer(d
i))
)}
and
A= {d|d ∈ K; 〈H;K〉 is a renamed apart (from A) version of
〈A′; D(A′)〉; A′ 6 A; (last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞)
and ∀i ¿ 0:∃Hi = mgu(A;H answer(di))} =
[by de#nition of  ]
3G :>˜[R=A] where
R=
{
AH |AH ∈ ⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif A(A answer(d
′))
)}
and
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A= {d|d ∈ (A D)(A′); (last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞)} =
3G :
⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif A(A answer(d
′))
)
where
A= {d | d ∈ (A D)(G)(last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞)}
[by de#nition ofI]
I(A D)
(2)
I(D1 × D2) =
[by de#nition of I]
3G :
⋂
C
⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G ({G answer(d′)}) where
C= {d| d ∈ D1 × D2(G); last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞} =
[by Lemma A:14]⋂
C
( ⋃
d′6dd1
NUnif G ({GHi |  = answer(d′) and length(d′) = i})
)
where
C= {d1|for i = 1; 2; di is a renamed apart version of a derivation in
Di(G ′i ) s:t: Gi = "rst(di); var(d1) ∩ var(d2) ⊆ var(G1) ∩ var(G2);
last(di) = ✷ or length(di) =∞;
∀i:∃Hi = mgu(G answer(di1);G answer(di2))} =
[by Lemma A:18]
{GH|G = (G1;G2); ∀ sequence of substitutions #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : ;
∃ OG ∈F such that ∀i: OG uni#es with GH#i} where
F= {G# | for i = 1 or i = 2; Gi ≡ G ′i ;Gi# is a renamed version
of a goal in D1 or of a goal in D2 via a renaming iG ′i i = Gi};
D1 =
⋂
E1
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G ′1 (G
′
1 answer(d
′))
)
D2 =
⋂
E2
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G ′2 (G
′
2 answer(d
′))
)
E1 = {d|d ∈ D1(G ′1) last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞}
E2 = {d|d ∈ D2(G ′2) last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞} =
[by de#nition of ×˜]
I(D1)×˜I(D1):
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(3)
I(D1 . D2) =
[by de#nition of I]
3G :
⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G (G answer(d
′))
)
where
A= {d|d ∈ D1 . D2(G); last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞}
[by de#nition of . ]
3G :
⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G (G answer(d
′))
)
∩
⋂
B
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G (G answer(d
′))
)
where
A= {d | d ∈ D1(G)last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞} and
B= {d | d = d1 :: d2; d1 ∈ D1(G); last(d1) = G1; d2 ∈ D2(G1);
last(d2) = ✷ or length(d2) =∞; d1 :: d2 is de#ned:} =
3G :
⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G (G answer(d
′))
)
∩
⋂
B
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G (G answer(d
′))
)
where
A= {d | d ∈ D1(G)last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞} and
B= {d2 | d1 ∈ D1(G); last(d1) = G1d2 ∈ D2(G1); last(d2) = ✷ or
length(d2) =∞; d1 :: d2 is de#ned:}
[by Lemma A:19 and by the hypothesis that]
[D2(G1) is closed w:r:t: the parallel selection rule]
3G :
⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
(NUnif G (G answer(d
′)))
)
∩
⋂
B
( ⋃
d′6dd
(NUnif G (G answer(d
′)))
)
where
A= {d | d ∈ D1(G)last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞} and
B= {d2 | d1 ∈ D1(G); last(d1) = G1; d2 ∈ AI(D2)(G1);
last(d2) = ✷ or length(d2) =∞; d1 :: d2 is de#ned:} =
3G :
⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G (G answer(d
′))
)
∩
⋂
B
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G (G answer(d
′))
)
where
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A= {d | d ∈ D1(G)last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞}
B= {d | d1 ∈ D1(G); last(d1) = G1; d2 ∈ AI(D2)(G1);
last(d2) = ✷ or length(d2) =∞; d1 :: d2 is de#ned
and d = d1 :: d2}
[by de#nition of . ]
I(D1 . AI(D2)):
(4) (If). It is immediate because A(I(P<P=A(Xi)))⊇P<P=A(Xi) and by de#nition of I.
(Only if). Assume that p(x)# =∈ I(∏ {A(I(P<P=A(Xi)))}i∈I )(p(x)). Then, by de#nition
of I, there exists a sequence #1 :: : : : :: #n; :: : : : such that #i = answer(di), last(d)=✷
or last(d)=∞, d ∈ (∏ (AIP<P=A(Xi)))(p(x)) and ∀i, p(x)# uni#es with p(x)#i. This
means that d∈ (AI(P<P=A(Xi)))(p(x)), for all i. By de#nition of A, p(x)# cannot
belong to I(P<P=A(Xi)) for any i. Then for all i, by de#nition of I, there exists at
least a sequence #‘ i1 :: : : : :: #
‘ i
n ; :: : : : such that #
‘ i
k = answer((d
i)k), last(di)=✷ or
last(di)=∞, di∈(P<P=A(Xi))(p(x)) and p(x)# uni#es with p(x)#‘ ik , for every k. By
de#nition of P<P= there exists at least a clause c=p(t) : −B1; : : : ; Bn, di = tree(c) ::
d‘i, d‘i ∈GI<B1; : : : ; Bn=A(Xi). By de#nition of GI<:=, d‘i ∈GI<B1; : : : ; Bn=A(Xi), if there
exists at least a sequence (possibly in#nite) of substitutions Hi1 :: : : : :: H
i
n :: : : : ; (B1;
: : : ; BnHi)6(B1; : : : ; BnHi+1), such that no Ai ∈Xi(pred(Bi)) uni#es with all the BiHi1 ::
: : : :: BiHin : : : : Note that {Xi}i∈I is a descending chain of abstract collections, that
is, X1⊆X2⊆X3 : : : : Then there will exist at least one sequence (possibly in#nite)
of substitutions H Oi1 :: : : : :: H
Oi
n :: : : : ; such that no Ai ∈Xi(pred(Bi)), ∀i, uni#es with
all the BiH
Oi
1 :: : : : :: BiH
Oi
n : : : : Then, by de#nition of GI<:=, d‘
Oi ∈GI<B1; : : : ; Bn=A(Xi), for
all i. By de#nition of P<P=, d Oi = tree(c) :: d‘i, belongs to all the P<P=A(Xi), for any i.
Therefore, we can conclude that d Oi ∈∏ (P<P=A(Xi))(p(x)), # Oik = answer((d Oi)k), last
(d Oi)=✷ or last(d Oi)=∞, and p(x)# uni#es with p(x)# Oik , for every k. Then, by
de#nition of I, p(x)# does not belong to I(
∏
({P<P=A(Xi)}i∈I ))(p(x)).
(5) (If). It is immediate because A(I(P<P= ↓i))⊇P<P= ↓i and by de#nition of I.
(Only if). Assume that p(x)# =∈ I(∏ {A(I(P<P= ↓i))}i∈I )(p(x)). Then, by de#nition of
I, there exists at least a sequence #1 :: : : : :: #n; :: : : : such that #i = answer
(di), last(d)=✷ or last(d)=∞, d∈(∏ (AI(P<P= ↓i)))(p(x)) and ∀i, p(x)# uni-
#es with p(x)#i. This means that d∈ (AI(P<P= ↓i))(p(x)), for all i. By de#nition
of A, p(x)# cannot belong to I(P<P= ↓i) for any i. Then for all i, by de#nition
of I, there exists a sequence #‘ i1 :: : : : :: #
‘ i
n ; :: : : : such that #
‘ i
k = answer((d
i)k),
last(di)=✷ or last(di)=∞, di ∈ (P<P= ↓i)(p(x)) and p(x)# uni#es with p(x)#‘ ik ,
for every k. It is worth noting that P<P= ↓i contains all the possible derivations (#-
nite and in#nite) which are checked to be correct w.r.t. the program P for the #rst
i steps (see Lemma 7.9). Since {P<P= ↓i}i∈I are a descending chain of collections
and for every i there exists a di (which is correct w.r.t. P for the #rst i steps), by
the previous observations we can conclude that there will also exists an Oi such that
d Oi ∈∏ (P<P= ↓i)(p(x)), # Oik = answer((d Oi)k), last(d Oi)=✷ or last(d Oi)=∞, and p(x)#
uni#es with p(x)# Oik , for every k. Then, by de#nition of I, p(x)# does not belong
to I(
∏
({P<P= ↓i}i∈I ))(p(x)).
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(6) (If). Assume G =∈ I(∏{A(Xi)}i∈I )(G). Then, by de#nition of I there exists a
d∈∏ {A(Xi)}i∈I such that last(d)=✷ or length(d)=∞ and G uni#es with G
answer(dj) for all j. Let us call Hj =mgu(G;G answer(dj)). By de#nition of
∏
,
for all i, d∈ A(Xi). Then for all i, for all OG ∈Xi there exists an i˜ such that OG does
not unify with G answer(dk), for every k¿i˜. Therefore, for all i, for all OG ∈Xi,
there exists an i˜ such that OG does not unify with GHk for every k¿i˜. Then, by
de#nition of up >G , G =∈ up >G (∪{Xi}i∈I ).
(Only if). Assume that G =∈ up >G (∪{Xi}i∈I ). Then, by de#nition of up >G there exists
a sequence #1 :: : : : #n :: : : : such that for every goal OG ∈ (∪{Xi}i∈I )(G) there exists
an i such that OG does not unify with G#i. Then, by de#nition of A, for all i, there
exists a d∈ A(Xi) such that answer(d j)= #j, last(d)=✷ or length(d)=∞. Since
d∈ A(Xi) for all i, d∈
∏
i∈I A(Xi). By de#nition of I, G =∈ I(
∏
A({Xi})i∈I ).
Before proving Lemma 12.8 we need an intermediate result.
Lemma A.20. Let c=p(t) : −B, B=B1; : : : ; Bn and #= x=t. Let
D=
⋂
B
(⋃
#i
NUnifp(x)({p(x)# #i})
)
where
B= {#1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : | for i = 1; : : : ; n;∀ OGi ∈ X (Bi):
∃j; OGi does not unify with Bi#j}
and
A = up>p(x)(E) where
E = NUnifp(x)(p(t)) ∪F;
F= {p(t)#˜|#˜ is a relevant substitution for p(t);B#˜ ∈ up>B(C)} and
C= {B |B = B1; : : : ; Bn∃Bi ∈ X (Bi)}:
Then D=A.
Proof. (Only if). Assume that p(x)H =∈A. Then, by de#nition of up >p(x), there exists a
sequence of substitutions #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : such that, for all p(x) O#∈E, there exists
a j such that p(x) O# does not unify with p(x)H#j. Since E is such that it contains
NUnifp(x)(p(t)) and for all p(x) O#∈E, there exists a j such that p(x) O# does not unify
with p(x)H#j, we can conclude that there exist i =mgu(p(t); p(x)H#i). Consider now
Mi = i|Var(t) , then for all B∈C there exists a j such that B does not unify with BMj.
This is because otherwise we could #nd a p(t) ∈F such that, for all i, it uni#es
with p(x)H#j. By de#nition of C, this means that for i=1; : : : ; n, ∀ OGi ∈X (Bi), there
exists j such that OGi does not unify with BiMj. Then by de#nition of D, p(x)H cannot
belong to D, since, by construction, it uni#es with p(t)Mi, for all i.
(If). Assume that p(x)H =∈D. There exists a #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : such that ∀i=1; : : : ; n,
∀ OGi ∈X (Bi) there exists j such that OGi does not unify with Bi#j and for all i, there
exists a Hi =mgu(p(x)H; p(t)#i). Then ∀i=1; : : : ; n, ∀ OB ∈C, there exists j such that
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OB does not unify with B#jHj. This implies that, for all Op(x)∈E, there exists a j such
that Op(x) does not unify with p(t)#jHj. Then, by de#nition of up
>
p(x), p(x)H =∈A.
Proof of Lemma 12.8.
I ◦ C<c= ◦ A(X ) =
[by de#nition of I]
3G :
⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
NUnif G (G answer(d
′))
)
where
A= {d|d ∈ C<c= ◦ A(X )(G); last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞} =
[by de#nition of C< =]
⊥a[D=p(x)]D where
D =
⋂
A
( ⋃
d′6dd
(NUnifp(x)(p(x)# answer(d
′)))
)
and
A= {d|d ∈ A(X )(B); last(d) = ✷ or length(d) =∞;
c = p(t) : −B; # = x=t} =
[by de#nition of A]
⊥a[E=p(x)]D where
D =
⋂
A
(⋃
#i
NUnifp(x)(p(x)# #i)
)
where
A = {s | s = #1 :: : : : :: #n :: : : : ; for i = 1; : : : ; n;∀ OGi ∈ X (Bi);∃j;
s:t: OGi does not unify with Bi#j; c = p(t) : −B; # = x=t} =
[by Lemma A:20]
⊥a[D=p(x)] where
D= up>p(x)(NUnifp(x)(p(t)) ∪
{p(t)#˜ | #˜ is a relevant substitution for p(t);B#˜ ∈ up>B(C)}) and
C= {B |B = B1; : : : ; Bn ∃ Bi ∈ X (Bi)}:
We now state a claim useful in the proof of Lemma 13.3.
Claim 1. Consider the set of all the atoms S which does not unify with a given #nite
set of atoms A1; : : : ; An. Then there always exists a maximum k such that all atoms
in S have a depth less than k or are instance of an atom which has a depth less
than k.
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Proof of Lemma 13.3. By induction on k.
k =1. We have two cases:
• Assume the sequence #′1 :: : : : :: #′n :: : : : is #nite or, from a given h, p(x)##′h =p(x)
##′n, for all n¿h. Then any of the in#nitely many instances of p(x)##
′
h uni#es
with p(x)##′i , for all i.
• Assume now that the previous case does not hold. Since by de#nition of PI<P=,
PI<P= ↓1 is the set of atoms which do not unify with any head of a clause c of
P, by Claim 1, there exists a Ok such that all atoms {K1; : : : ; Kn; : : :} in PI<P= ↓1
have a depth less than Ok or are instance of an atom which has a depth less than
k. Consider an atom p(x)# and a sequence of substitutions #′1 :: : : : :: #
′
n :: : : : :
For every p(x)##′i there exist in#nitely many instances of p(x)##
′
i belonging to
PI<P= ↓1. Now consider j such that the depth of p(x)##′j is greater than Ok and such
that all the #′l with l¿j do not change any term at depth 6Ok. Note that we can
always #nd such a j. Our claim is that there always exists a K , such that K uni#es
with all the p(x)##′l, for l¿j. Assume, by contradiction, that this was not the
case, and therefore for all Ki, Ki does not unify with the p(x)##′l; l¿j. This gives
a contradiction, since for all i, there exist in#nitely many instances of p(x)##′i
belonging to PI<P= ↓1. All these instances have a depth greater than Ok, therefore,
they should have a common anti-instance of depth 6Ok in {K1; : : : ; Kn; : : :}.
k= n. Consider an atom p(x)# and a sequence of substitutions #′1 :: : : : :: #
′
n :: : : : :
For every p(x)##′i there exist in#nitely many instances {H1; : : : ; Hn; : : :} of p(x)##′i
belonging to PI<P= ↓n. By de#nition of PI<P= this means that all these in#nitely many
instances {H1; : : : ; Hn; : : :} of p(x)##′i belong to each CI<c=PI <P=↓n−1(p(x)), for c∈P.
Then choose an in#nite subset D= { OH1; : : : ; OHn; : : :} of {H1; : : : ; Hn; : : :} such that
all the OHi ∈D have a common anti-instance and order it such that Hi6Hi+1. Note
that the subset D exists by Koning’s lemma. By de#nition of CI< =, for every clause
c=p(x)#˜c : −B, whose head uni#es with in#nitely many { OH1; : : : ; OHn; : : :}; p(x)#˜cic
= OHi, Bic ∈ up >B ({B |B=B1; : : : ; Bn; ∃Bi∈PI<P= ↓n−1(pred(Bi))}). Now we have
two cases
• Bic =Bjc , for all i and j. Then it is easy to see that also p(x)#˜c ∈PI<P= ↓n(p(x)),
since, in this case the head and the body of the clause do not share any variables
which are instantiated unifying each H ∈{ OH1; : : : ; OHn; : : :} with the head of the
clause.
• The Bic’s are diAerent from each other and 1c :: : : : :: nc :: : : : is a sequence of
substitutions such that Bnc6B
n+1
c . Then, since the B1; : : : ; Bn are n, with n #nite,
by Koning’s lemma and by de#nition of up >B , there must exist at least a Bi such
that in#nitely many instances of Biic, for all 
i
c, belong to PI<P= ↓n−1(Pred(Bi)).
By induction hypothesis there exists a Lc such that BiLc ∈PI<P= ↓n−1(Pred(Bi)),
and BiLc uni#es with each Biic. Hence, by de#nition of PI<P=, p(x)#˜cLc ∈PI<P=
↓n(p(x)).
Finally, there will exist a P such that p(x)P belongs to the intersection of CI<c=PI <P= ↓n−1
(p(x)) for all c, since CI<c=(p(x)) is a downward closed set of instances of p(x), the
and p(x)#˜cLc’s are anti-instances of a subset of the same set { OH1; : : : ; OHn; : : :}.
This concludes the proof.
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